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Abstract. We consider the Cauchy problem for the biharmonic (i. e. fourth-order)
NLS with focusing nonlinearity given by
iBtu “  2u´ µ u´ |u|2 u for pt, xq P r0, T q ˆ Rd,
where 0 †   † 8 for d § 4 and 0 †   § 4{pd ´ 4q for d • 5; and µ P R is some
parameter to include a possible lower-order dispersion. In the mass-supercritical
case   ° 4{d, we prove a general result on finite-time blowup for radial data in
H2pRdq in any dimension d • 2. Moreover, we derive a universal upper bound
for the blowup rate for suitable 4{d †   † 4{pd ´ 4q. In the mass-critical case
  “ 4{d, we prove a general blowup result in finite or infinite time for radial data
in H2pRdq. As a key ingredient, we utilize the time evolution of a nonnegative
quantity, which we call the (localized) Riesz bivariance for biharmonic NLS. This
construction provides us with a suitable substitute for the variance used for classical
NLS problems.
In addition, we prove a radial symmetry result for ground states for the bihar-
monic NLS, which may be of some value for the related elliptic problem.
1. Introduction and Main Results
In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem for the biharmonic (i. e. fourth-order)
NLS with focusing power-type nonlinearity given by
(1.1)
#
iBtu “  2u´ µ u´ |u|2 u,
up0, xq “ u0pxq P H2pRdq, u : r0, T q ˆ Rd Ñ C,
where 0 †   † 8 for d § 4 and 0 †   § 4d´4 for d • 5. Here the parameter µ P R
allows us to include a possible lower-order dispersion of classical NLS type.
The biharmonic NLS provides a canonical model for nonlinear Hamiltonian PDEs
with dispersion of super-quadratic order. Historically, the study of biharmonic NLS goes
back to Karpman and Karpman-Shagalov [19, 20] in the physics literature, followed by
the work of Fibich-Ilan-Papanicolaou [15], where the rigorous analysis of these models
was initiated. In recent years, a considerable amount of work has been devoted to the
study of (1.1). For instance, we refer to the works by Ben-Artzi-Koch-Saut [5] and
Pausader [30, 32, 31] on well-posedness and scattering for biharmonic NLS; see also
[33, 28, 34].
Despite the fact that problem (1.1) bears a lot of resemblance to the classical NLS,
several key questions have been out of scope by rigorous analysis up to now. Here,
as a chief open problem addressed in this paper, we mention the existence of blowup
solutions for problem (1.1), which has been strongly supported by a series of numerical
studies done by Fibich and coworkers [3, 2, 1] for mass-critical and mass-supercritical
powers   • 4{d. In the present paper, we shall give an a rmative answer to the
existence of blowup solutions for radial data in H2pRdq satisfying criteria that appear
natural from known results on blowup for NLS and nonlinear wave equations (NLW).
As another main result, we also derive a universal upper bound on the blowup rate in
the mass-supercritical case for suitable exponents   ° 4{d.
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Before we turn to the statement of the main results, let us mention some general
features of the evolution problem considered in this paper. Similar to the classical NLS,
equation (1.1) can be viewed as an infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian system, which
enjoys the conservation of mass M rus and energy Erus that are given by
(1.2) M rus “
ª
Rd
|u|2 dx,
(1.3) Erus “ 1
2
ª
Rd
| u|2 dx` µ
2
ª
Rd
|ru|2 dx´ 1
2  ` 2
ª
Rd
|u|2 `2 dx.
Let us emphasize the fact that (1.1) does not possess any Galilean or Lorentz symmetry
in contrast to classical NLS or NLW, respectively. With regard to classification of the
criticality level for problem (1.1), let us define the number
(1.4) sc :“ d
2
´ 2
 
.
If we suppose for the moment that µ “ 0 holds in (1.1), we have the exact scaling
invariance so that upt, xq can be mapped to another solution given by
(1.5) u pt, xq “   d2´scup 4t, xq with   ° 0.
This rescaling preserves the homogeneous 9Hsc -norm of the original solution uptq. Note
that sc “ 2 corresponds to the endpoint case   “ 44´d in (1.1) for dimensions d • 5. In
view of the conservation laws above, we refer to the cases sc † 0, sc “ 0, and sc ° 0
as mass-subcritical, mass-critical, and mass-supercritical, respectively. The endpoint
case sc “ 2 is energy-critical. Note that the cases sc “ 0 and sc “ 2 correspond to the
exponents   “ 4{d and   “ 4{pd´ 4q in problem (1.1), respectively.
From [30] we recall the local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem (1.1) holds for
sc § 2. Furthermore, if sc † 2, we have the following blowup alternative: Either the
solution u P C0pr0, T q;H2pRdqq of (1.1) extends to all times t • 0, or we have that
lim
tÒT } uptq}L2 “ `8
for some finite time 0 † T † `8. In the energy-critical case sc “ 2, we have a blowup
alternative that involves a critical Strichartz norm in space-time; see Theorem 4 below
for more details.
Finally, we mention that, in the mass-subcritical case sc † 0, the conservation laws
for M rus and Erus together with an interpolation estimate (see (1.6) below) imply that
all solutions uptq of problem (1.1) extend to all times, and thus blowup cannot occur in
the mass-subcritical case sc † 0 in analogy to well-posedness theory for classical NLS.
The present paper will show that, for sc • 0, we do have blowup for biharmonic NLS
for radial solutions in H2 that satisfy suitable criteria.
1.1. Blowup for Mass-Supercritical Case. First, we discuss the case of mass-
supercritical powers in (1.1) below the energy-critical level, i. e., we suppose that
0 † sc † 2.
In view of the conservation laws for mass and energy, we recall the Gagliardo–Nirenberg
(GN) interpolation inequality
(1.6) }u}2 `2L2 `2 § Cd, } u}
 d
2
L2 }u}2´
 
2 pd´4q
L2
valid for all u P H2pRdq and where Cd,  ° 0 denotes the optimal constant; we refer to
Appendix A for more details. It is known that (1.6) has optimizers Q P H2pRdq, which
we refer to as ground states throughout the following. By rescaling, we can assume that
any such ground state Q P H2pRdq solves the nonlinear elliptic equation
(1.7)  2Q`Q´ |Q|2 Q “ 0 in Rd.
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We remark that uniqueness of Q (modulo translation and phase) is not known. In
fact, to the best of our knowledge, it is has not even been known whether Q can be
chosen radially symmetric, since classical methods (e. g., moving planes or rearrange-
ment techniques in x P Rd) are not applicable for equation (A.4) due to the presence
of the biharmonic operator  2. But if we assume that   P N holds, we show that Q
can always be chosen to be radially symmetric and real-valued, by using rearrangement
techniques in Fourier space; see Appendix A for more details. Actually, we will not
make use of this fact shown here. But this symmetry result for ground states Q seems
to be new and it is perhaps of some independent value.
Our first main result gives su cient criteria for finite-time blowup for (1.1) in the
class of radial initial data.
Theorem 1 (Blowup for Mass-Supercritical Case). Let d • 2, µ P R, and 0 † sc † 2
with   § 4. Suppose that u0 P H2pRdq is radial and satisfies one of the following
conditions.
(i) If µ ‰ 0, we assume that
Eru0s †
#
0 for µ ° 0,
´{µ2M ru0s for µ † 0,
with some constant { “ {pd, q ° 0.
(ii) If µ “ 0, we assume that either Eru0s † 0 or, if Eru0s • 0, we suppose that
Eru0sscM ru0s2´sc † ErQsscM rQs2´sc ,
and
} u0}scL2}u0}2´scL2 ° } Q}scL2}Q}2´scL2 .
Then the solution u P Cpr0, T q;H2pRdqq of (1.1) blows up in finite time, i. e., we have
0 † T † `8 and limtÒT } uptq}L2 “ `8.
Remarks. 1. The extra condition   § 4 arises from the use of the Strauss inequality
(i. e., a radial Sobolev inequality) in Rd with d • 2. An analogous condition on the
exponent   appears in the blowup proof of Ogawa and Tsutsumi [29] for classical NLS.
2. Note that if µ • 0, the negative energy condition Eru0s † 0 is su cient.
3. By time reversal symmetry, the equivalent blowup result holds for negative times.
4. For 0 † sc † 2 and initial data u0 P H2pRdq (which are not necessarily radial)
with energy Epu0q • 0 such that
Eru0sscM ru0s2´sc † ErQsscM rQs2´sc ,
and
} u0}scL2}u0}2´scL2 † } Q}scL2}Q}2´scL2 ,
the corresponding solution u P C0pr0,8q;H2pRdqq of (1.1) exits for all times t • 0
with an a-priori bound supt•0 } uptq}L2 † `8. This is a consequence of the conser-
vation laws for mass and energy combined with the sharp version of the GN-inequality
(1.6). Note that quantities ErQsscM rQs2´sc and } Q}scL2}Q}2´scL2 do not depend on
the particular choice of a ground state Q P H2pRdq solving (A.4) thanks to Pohozaev
identities; see Appendix A.
5. For   P N, we show that ground states Q “ Qp|x|q can be chosen radial; see
Appendix A. In this case and with µ “ 0 in (1.1), we conclude that solitary waves
upt, xq “ eitQpxq are unstable due to nearby finite-time blowup solutions. Indeed, it is
straightforward to check that radial initial data u0p|x|q “  Qp|x|q with   ° 1 satisfy
the assumptions of Theorem 1. On the other hand, we deduce global-in-time existence
for u0p|x|q “  Qp|x|q when   † 1 by the remark made above. Thus, in this case, the
blowup conditions for radial u0 P H2pRdq are sharp.
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6. Similar blowup conditions for classical NLS involving products of suitable powers
of ErQs and M rQs were derived in [14, 18].
7. In [1], the authors investigate (by means of asymptotic analysis) self-similar blowup
solutions for mass-supercritical biharmonic NLS. Assuming a conjecture to hold for the
solvability of a certain nonlinear ODE for a self-similar blowup profile SB , the results
in [1] yield the existence of singular solutions uspt, xq for (1.1) when µ “ 0 and   ° 4{d;
these proposed explicit singular solutions usptq R L2pRdq become singular in finite time
in the space L2 `2pRdq. It is an interesting open question to rigorously prove the
existence of SB and to understand how a suitably perturbed profile of SB may lead to
explicit finite-time blowup solutions in energy space.
The next main result establishes a universal bound on the blowup rate in the class
of radial data. The precise statement is as follows.
Theorem 2 (Universal Upper Bound on Blowup Rate). Suppose d • 3, µ P R, and
0 † sc † 2 with   † min  3d ` 12 , 6d(. Let u0 P H2pRdq be radial and assume that the
corresponding solution u P Cpr0, T q;H2pRdqq of (1.1) blows up in finite time 0 † T †
`8. Then, for any time t P r0, T q, we have the boundª T
t
pT ´ ⌧q} up⌧q}2L2 d⌧ § C pT ´ tq
2 
1` 
with some constants C “ Cpu0, d, q ° 0 and   “  pd, q ° ↵, where
↵ “ 4´  
 pd´ 1q .
Moreover, it holds that   “ ↵` Opscq Ñ ↵ as sc Ñ 0.
Remarks. 1. Our strategy to prove Theorem 2 is inspired by the remarkable proof
of Merle-Raphae¨l-Szeftel [26], where a (sharp) universal upper bound for the blowup
rate for mass-supercritical classical NLS is established. However, the proof in [26]
makes use of the variance algebra for classical NLS, which is not at our disposal for
biharmonic NLS and hence cannot be directly adapted to the present situation. To
overcome this, we introduce a suitable nonnegative quantity V Rrus, which we refer to
as the (localized) Riesz bivariance; see below for more information on this.
2. We need to impose the extra condition   † mint 3d ` 12 , 6du in order to control
certain nonlinear interaction terms (which are not present at all for classical NLS). See
below for more details on this. Note that this technical assumption on   is automatically
satisfied when d • 12, since we have   † 4d´4 in the energy-subcritical case.
3. In the proof of Theorem 2 given below, we give an explicit formula for   “
 pd, q ° ↵; see Section 6 for more details.
4. The numerical analysis in [3] suggests that the sharp upper bound is   “ ↵. It
seems a challenging open problem to prove this observation by rigorous means.
1.2. Blowup for Mass-Critical Case. We now consider the mass-critical case sc “ 0
in (1.1), i. e., we assume that   “ 4{d holds. We have the following result on finite-
and infinite-time blowup for radial data.
Theorem 3 (Blowup for Mass-Critical Case). Let d • 2, µ • 0, and sc “ 0. Let
u0 P H2pRdq be radial with Epu0q † 0. Then the solution u P C0pr0;T q;H2pRdqq of
problem (1.1) satisfies the following.
(i) If µ ° 0, then uptq blows up in finite time.
(ii) If µ “ 0, then uptq either blows up in finite time or uptq blows up in infinite
time such that
} uptq}L2 • Ct2 for t • t0,
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with some constants C “ Cpu0q ° 0 and t0 “ t0pu0q ° 0. Moreover, in the
latter case and for dimensions d • 5, it holds that
lim sup
tÑ`8
`
t´⌫} uptq}L2
˘ “ `8,
for any ⌫ † ⌫˚, where
⌫˚ “
"`8 for d • 8,
24 for d “ 7, ⌫˚ “
"
10 for d “ 6,
4 for d “ 5.
Remarks. 1. When µ ° 0, the proof is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem
1 and exploits the fact that the exponent   “ 4d is “mass-supercritical” with respect
to the lower-order NLS type dispersion ´µ . On the other hand, we are presently not
able to deal with the case µ † 0.
2. For µ “ 0 and   “ 4{d, equation (1.1) becomes invariant under L2-mass preserving
rescaling. In this case, the analysis turns out to be much more delicate, and we are
currently not able to conclude that radial negative energy solutions must blowup in
finite time. The proof for the growth estimate utilizes the localized Riesz bivariance.
3. This blowup result for µ “ 0 complements the analysis of Pausader and Shao [33],
where global-in-time well-posedness for radial initial data u0 P L2pRdq with }u0}L2 †
}Q}L2 , which implies that Eru0s ° 0, was shown by implementing the Kenig–Merle
methodology [21].
4. In view of well-known blowup results for negative energy data for focusing mass-
critical NLS, it seems natural to conjecture that we always have finite-time blowup for
µ “ 0.
5. Lower bounds on blowup rates (as dictated by local well-posedness), convergence
properties to a blowup profile (given by Q), and L2-mass concentration were shown in
[3] for finite-time blowup H2-solutions for the L2-critical biharmonic NLS (1.1) with
µ “ 0 and   “ 4{d. These results are in direct analogy to known results for L2-critical
classical NLS. In particular, the proofs in [3] follow from an adaptation of arguments
in [27, 38] developed for L2-critical NLS.
6. After finalizing this paper, we learned from the recent work by Cho et al. [12],
where existence of finite-time blowup solutions for fourth-order L2-critical NLS of the
specific form iBtu “ p↵ 2 ´  qu ´ |x|´2|u| 4du with ↵ ° 0 was shown for su ciently
high space dimensions d, by means of a (non-localized) virial/variance type argument.
For local nonlinearities, the arguments used in [12] strongly exploit the fact that the
nonlinearity is of the form ´⇢pxq|x|´2|u| 4du with non-increasing radial ⇢pxq.
1.3. Blowup for Energy-Critical Case. As the final main result in this paper, we
turn to the energy-critical case sc “ 2, i. e., we assume that d • 5 holds and choose
  “ 44´d . For this endpoint case, we recall the homogeneous Sobolev inequality
(1.8) }u}
L
2d
d´4 § Cd} u}L2 ,
valid for all u P 9H2pRdq and where Cd ° 0 denotes the optimal constant. It is a classical
result that inequality (1.8) has an optimizer W P 9H2pRdq that is unique (up to scaling
and translation). In particular, it is known that W P 9H2pRdq is radial, nonnegative
and it solves the nonlinear elliptic equation
(1.9)  2W ´ |W | 8d´4W “ 0 in Rd.
In fact, we have the explicit formula
(1.10) W pxq “
˜
pdpd´ 4qpd2 ´ 4qq 14
1` x2
¸ d´4
2
.
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As an aside, we remark that W R L2pRdq for 5 § d § 8 due to its slow algebraic decay
at infinity. The reason why ground states for (1.9) are much better understood than
for the elliptic problem (A.4) is due to the conformal invariance of equation (1.9).
We have the following blowup result for the energy-critical case, which is a close
variant of Theorem 1 above.
Theorem 4 (Blowup for Energy-Critical Case). Let d • 5, µ P R, and sc “ 2. Suppose
that u0 P H2pRdq is radial and satisfies one of the following properties.
(i) If µ ‰ 0, we assume that
Eru0s †
#
0 for µ ° 0,
´{µ2M ru0s for µ † 0,
with some constant { “ {pdq ° 0.
(ii) If µ “ 0, we assume that either Eru0s † 0 or, if Eru0s • 0, we suppose that
Eru0s † ErW s and } u0}L2 ° } W }L2 .
Then the solution u P C0pr0, T q;H2pRdqq blows up in finite time, i. e., it holds that
0 † T † `8 and ª T
0
ª
Rd
|upt, xq| 2pd`4qd´4 dx dt “ `8.
Remark. This blowup result complements the works on the focusing energy-critical
biharmonic NLS in [32, 28], where global-in-time well-posedness in H2pRdq for radial
data with Eru0s † ErW s and } u0}L2 † } W }L2 is established by implementing the
Kenig–Merle rigidity method (see, e. g., [21]) for biharmonic NLS.
1.4. Comments on the Proofs. Let us give some explanations about the strategies
behind the proofs in this paper, which are based on exploiting (localized) virial and
variance-type identities for the biharmonic NLS. To simplify the following discussion,
we suppose that the lower-order dispersion term is absent in (1.1), i. e., we assume that
µ “ 0.
We begin with some formal observations. To this end, we suppose that u “ upt, xq is
a su ciently regular and spatially localized solution of (1.1) for the following quantities
to make sense. Then, as a simple consequence of the exact scaling behavior, we formally
obtain the virial law given by
(1.11)
d
dt
ˆ
2 Im
ª
Rd
uptqx ¨ruptq dx
˙
“ 4d Eru0s ´ p2d  ´ 8q} uptq}2L2 .
In addition, a calculation shows that the nonnegative quantity
(1.12) Vruptqs :“ }|r|´1xuptq}2L2 “
ª
Rd
uptqx ¨ p´ q´1xuptq dx
formally satisfies the di↵erential law
(1.13)
d
dt
Vruptqs “ 8 Im
ª
Rd
uptqx ¨ruptq dx` Errorruptqs,
where Errorrptqs denotes some error term due to the nonlinearity in equation (1.1).
When combined with the virial law (1.11), this identity turns out to be a viable substi-
tute for the variance law used for classical NLS. Since the quantity Vrus scales like the
fourth moment
≥ |x|4|uptq|2, we refer to Vrus as the Riesz bivariance for the biharmonic
NLS. As an aside, we remark that the use of the fourth moment
≥ |x|4|uptq|2 itself (or
localized versions thereof) do not seem to give any insight, which was already pointed
out in [3]. To conclude our formal discussion, we remark that for a (su ciently regular
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and localized) solution vpt, xq of the free biharmonic Schro¨dinger equation iBtv “  2v,
we can combine the identities in (1.11) and (1.13) to obtain the conservation law››`|r|´1x` 4itr|r|˘ vptq››2
L2
“ const.
which is an analogue to the celebrated pseudo-conformal law for classical NLS (see [17]).
Let us now explain how to rigorously exploit the formal identities above for the
nonlinear biharmonic NLS in some detail. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 4, which
address the mass-supercritical case sc ° 0, are inspired by a strategy that was in-
troduced by Ogawa and Tstutsumi [29] to show blowup for radial solutions for mass-
supercritical NLS with radial data u0 P H1pRdq with infinite variance (i. e., we may
have xu0 R L2pRdq). The adaptation of this argument to biharmonic NLS requires a
careful analysis of the time evolution for the localized virial quantity
(1.14) M'Rruptqs “ 2 Im
ª
Rd
uptqr'R ¨ruptq dx,
Here 'Rprq is a suitably chosen radial cuto↵ functions with r'Rpxq ” x for |x| § R and
r'Rpxq ” const. for |x| " R. Imposing the assumptions of Theorem 1 and recalling
that we assume µ “ 0 for simplicity, we obtain the di↵erential inequality
(1.15)
d
dt
M'Rruptqs § 4d Eru0s ´ p2  ` oRp1qq } uptq}2L2 ` oRp1q
with   “ d  ´ 4 ° 0 and error terms oRp1q Ñ 0 as R Ñ 8 uniformly in t. In fact,
such an upper bound for time evolution for M'Rruptqs is reminiscent to blowup proofs
for classical NLS (see [29]) and finite time blowup follows by integrating (1.15) and
ODE comparison. But due to the presence of the biharmonic operator  2 here, the
calculational e↵orts to arrive at such an inequality requires some work that makes use
of commutator identities. Let us also mention that [33, 28, 30, 32] have already made
use of a localized virial quantity for biharmonic NLS with less detail. However, the
point here is work out the signs of certain errors terms, which turn out to be essential
when proving a blowup result.
On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 2 and parts of Theorem 3 both depend on
a new ingredient, which is perhaps the most interesting aspect of this work. Here we
introduce the localized version of the Riesz bivariance defined as
(1.16) V Rruptqs :“
ª
Rd
uptqr R ¨ p´ q´1r Ruptq dx “
››|r|´1 tr Ruptqu››2L2 ,
with some cuto↵ function such that r Rpxq ” x for |x| § R and  Rpxq ” const. for
|x| " R. A subtle fact to be kept in mind is that the cuto↵ function  Rprq appearing in
the definition of V Rrus is not identical to 'R used in the localized virial M'Rrus. In-
stead, these cuto↵ functions are related via the nonlinear equation Br Rprq “
a
2'Rprq.
A calculation then yields an identity of the form
(1.17)
d
dt
V Rruptqs “ 4M'Rruptqs `NRruptqs ` Op1q,
where the commutator term
NRruptqs “
ª
Rd
uptq “´i|uptq|2 ,r R ¨ p´ q´1r R‰uptq dx,
with rX,Y s ” XY ´ Y X arises from the nonlinearity in (1.1). Compared to classi-
cal NLS, the presence of NRrus substantially complicates the analysis. However, by
exploiting the radial symmetry of u, we are able to derive certain bounds on NRrus
that will be essential in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 below. With the nonnegative
quantity V Rrus and suitable bounds on NRrus at our disposal, we are in the posi-
tion to implement the remarkable strategy of Merle-Raphae¨l-Szeftel [26] (developed
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for mass-supercritical NLS) to obtain the universal upper bounds on blowup rates for
biharmonic NLS in Theorem 2 above.
As a further application of the Riesz bivariance V Rrus, we obtain the quantitative
lower bounds on the infinite-time blowup rates in Theorem 3 for the delicate case µ “ 0.
In particular, for dimensions d • 8 and the mass-critical exponent   “ 4{d, the term
NRrus is “almost” controlled by L2-mass conservation, since we find that
|NRruptqs| À" R"} uptq} "2 }u0}
8
d`1
L2
With the help of this bound, we deduce that radial infinite-time blowup solutions uptq
with Eru0s † 0 in the mass-critical case and dimensions d • 8 must grow (at least
along subsequences tn Ñ `8) faster than any polynomial in t.
1.5. Outlook and Future Problems. We think that this paper contains many points
of departure for future work. Let us briefly mention some of them as follows.
Of course, it would be desirable to remove the radial symmetry assumption in Rd. In
fact, both the localized virial and Riesz bivariance identities hold true without imposing
radiality. However, at the moment, it is not clear to us how to e↵ectively control the
error terms without radial symmetry. However, if we consider the biharmonic NLS (1.1)
posed on a bounded domain ⌦ Ä Rd, we are able to remove the radiality assumption
for the existence of blowup solutions, as shown in our companion paper [7]. But the
case of non-radial data in Rd seems to be a challenging open problem.
Furthermore, it seems natural to conjecture that finite-time blowup always occurs
in the setting of Theorem 3, at least in su ciently high dimensions. Another open
problem that seems worthwhile attacking is to try to improve that upper bounds in
Theorem 2 to the rate   “ ↵, which is strongly indicated by numerics (see [3, 2]). So
far, the fact that we can only conclude that   • ↵ is due to the bounds derived for
NRrus. We may speculate that, by exploiting delicate cancellations and sign properties
in the commutator term NRrus, that one may eventually prove that   “ ↵ holds.
Another line of future research would be to study the blowup dynamics of collapsing
solutions close to ground state solitary waves upt, xq “ eitQpxq for the biharmonic
NLS (1.1) for µ “ 0. Here, as a starting point, a much better understanding of the
related nonlinear elliptic problem (A.4) is needed (e. g., a proof of non-degeneracy and
uniqueness of ground states).
Finally, we think that the strategies developed in this paper can be extended (with
some e↵ort) to polyharmonic and fractional NLS of the form
(1.18) iBtu “ p´ qsu´ |u|2 u with pt, xq P Rˆ Rd,
where s P N is an integer (polyharmonic case) or s ° 0 is a non-integer number
(fractional case); see [6]. A formal computation shows that the corresponding (localized)
variance-type quantity for equation (1.18) is found to be
(1.19) Vpsq Rruptqs “
ª
Rd
uptqr R ¨ p´ q´s`1r Ruptq dx
with r Rpxq “ x for |x| § R and r Rpxq “ const. for |x| " R. Note that in the half-
wave case s “ 1{2 and with mass-critical Hartree type nonlinearity, the nonlocalized
version of Vpsq R (i. e., we replacer R by the unbounded function x) was used by Fro¨hlich
and Lenzmann [16] to prove finite-time blowup for radial solutions of the Boson star
equation.
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2. Preliminaries and Plan of the Paper
For later use, we recall the following radial Sobolev inequality found by Strauss [36]:
For every radial function u P H1pRdq with d • 2, we have the pointwise bound
(2.1) |x| d´12 |upxq| § 2}u} 12L2}ru}
1
2
L2 § 2}u}
3
4
L2} u}
1
4
L2 for x ‰ 0,
where for the second inequality we additionally assume that u P H2pRdq holds; we
refer to [10] for a simple proof of the first inequality; the second inequality is a direct
consequence of the fact that }ru}L2 § }u}
1
2
L2} u}
1
2
L2 for u P H2pRdq.
Throughout this paper, we make the standard abuse of notation by writing f “ fprq
with r “ |x| for a radial function f : Rd Ñ C. Moreover, we use the convention
that we sum over repeated indices from 1 to d, e. g., we have xkyk “ ∞dk“1 xkyk etc.
Furthermore, we shall write
X À Y
to denote that X § CY holds with some constant C ° 0 that depends only on d,  ,
and the radial cuto↵ function ' : Rd Ñ R introduced in Section 3 below.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we derive a localized virial identity
for the biharmonic NLS. In Section 4, we will prove Theorems 1 and 4. The localized
Riesz bivariance identity for the biharmonic NLS is derived in Section 5. In Sections 6
and 7, we give the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, respectively.
3. Localized Virial Identity
Let ' : Rd Ñ R be a radial function with regularity property rj' P L8pRdq for
1 § j § 6 and such that
(3.1) 'prq “
#
r2{2 for r § 1
const. for r • 10 and '
2prq § 1 for r • 0,
For R ° 0 given, we define the rescaled function 'R : Rd Ñ R by setting
(3.2) 'Rprq :“ R2'
´ r
R
¯
.
We readily verify the inequalities
(3.3) 1´ '2Rprq • 0, 1´ '
1
Rprq
r
• 0, d´ 'Rprq • 0 for all r • 0.
Indeed, this first inequality follows from '2Rprq “ '2pr{Rq § 1. We obtain the second
inequality by integrating the first inequality on r0, rs and using that '1Rp0q “ 0. Finally,
we find that d ´ 'Rprq “ 1 ´ '2Rprq ` pd ´ 1qt1 ´ 1r'1Rprqu • 0 holds thanks to the
first two inequalities in (3.3).
For later use, we record the following properties of 'R, which can be easily checked:
(3.4)
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
r'Rprq “ R'1
´ r
R
¯ x
|x| “
"
x for r § R
0 for r • 10R ;
}rj'R}L8 À R2´j for 0 § j § 6 ;
supp prj'Rq Ä
#t|x| § 10Ru for j “ 1, 2
tR § |x| § 10Ru for 3 § j § 6 .
For u P H2pRdq, we define the localized virial of u to be the quantity
(3.5) M'Rrus :“ xu,´ipr'R ¨r`r ¨r'Rquy “ 2 Im
ª
Rd
ur'R ¨ru,
where the last equality above follows from a simple integration by parts. In fact, we shall
use both expressions depending on the situation. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
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we have |M'Rrus| À R}u}L2}ru}L2 . In particular, the localized virial M'Rrus is well-
defined for u P H2pRdq.
Lemma 3.1 (Time Evolution of MR). Let d • 2 and R ° 0. Suppose that u P
Cpr0, T q;H2pRdqq is a radial solution of (1.1). Then, for any t P r0, T q, we have the
di↵erential inequality
d
dt
M'Rruptqs § 4d Eru0s ´ p2d  ´ 8q} uptq}2L2 ´ p2d  ´ 4qµ}ruptq}2L2 `Xµruptqs
` O
´
R´4 `R´2}ruptq}2L2 `R´ pd´1q}ruptq} L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
,
where
Xµrus À
#
0 for µ • 0,
|µ|}ruptq}2L2 for µ † 0.
Remarks. 1. For non-radial solutions u P Cpr0, T q;H2pRdqq and any d • 1 and   ° 0,
the above di↵erential inequality also holds formally true except for the error term Op. . .q,
whose bound crucially relies on the radiality of upt, rq and the condition d • 2.
2. Localized virial identities for biharmonic NLS have already appeared in [33, 28,
30, 32]. However, the point here is that we show by a careful analysis that certain
terms can be shown to have a certain sign, which will be essential for proving blowup
theorems based on MRrus.
Proof. We split the proof of Lemma 3.1 into the following steps.
Step 1 (Preliminaries and Commutator Identities). First, we recall that
MRruptqs “ xuptq, 'Ruptqy with  'R :“ ´i pr'R ¨r`r ¨r'Rq .
By taking the time derivative and using that iBtu is given by (1.1), we deduce
(3.6)
d
dt
M'Rruptqs “ Ap1qruptqs `Ap2qruptqs `Bruptqs
with
A
p1q
R rus :“
@
uptq, r 2, i 'Rsuptq
D
, Ap2qR rus :“ xuptq, r´µ , i 'Rsuptqy ,
BRrus :“ @uptq, r´|u|2 , i 'RsuptqD .
Since  2u P H´2pRdq and  'Ru P H1pRdq in general, we note that the term Ap1qrus
is not well-defined for u P H2pRdq. Therefore, the following calculations require some
higher regularity of uptq; e. g., it su ces to assume that u P H3pRdq holds. The claimed
identities and inequality then follow by an approximation argument and passing to
limits. (For instance, we could employ a Yosida type approximation with u" “ p´" `
1q´1u and pass to the limit "Ñ 0`.) We omit the details of such a standard procedure.
As a further preliminary step, we collect some commutator identities that will come
in handy below. First, we observe that
(3.7) r 2, i 'Rs “  r , i 'Rs ` r , i 'Rs  “ 2Bkr , i 'RsBk ` rBk, rBk, r , i 'Rsss.
Note that we used the fact that  A`A  “ 2BkABk ` rBk, rBk, Ass for an operator A.
Next, a calculation yields the known commutator formula
(3.8) r , i 'Rs “ r ,r'R ¨r`r'R ¨rs “ 4BkpB2kl'RqBl ` 2'R.
If we plug this back into (3.7), we obtain the identity
(3.9) r 2, i 'Rs “ 8B2klpB2lm'RqB2mk ` 4BkpB2kl 'RqBl ` 2Bkp 2'RqBk ` 3'R.
We are now ready to divide the analysis of the terms Ap1qrus, Ap2qrus, and Brus into
the following steps.
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Step 2 (Dispersive Parts Ap1qR and A
p2q
R ). We start by recalling that the Hessian
of su ciently regular and radial function f : Rd Ñ C is given by
(3.10) B2klf “
´
 kl ´ xkxl
r2
¯ Brf
r
` xkxl
r2
B2rf.
Applying this to 'Rprq and upt, rq, a calculation combined with integration by parts
yields that
8
@
u, B2klpB2lm'RqB2mku
D “ 8 ª
Rd
pB2kluqpB2lm'RqpB2mkuq
“ 8
ª
Rd
´
B2r'R |B2ru|2 ` d´ 1r2
Br'R
r
|Bru|2
¯
“ 8
ª
Rd
| u|2 ´ `1´ B2r'R˘ |B2ru|2 ´ ˆ1´ Br'Rr
˙
d´ 1
r2
|Bru|2.
Here we also used the identity
≥
Rd | u|2 “
≥
Rd
 |B2ru|2 ` d´1r2 |Bru|2( for radial u P
H2pRdq, which follows from integration by parts in r “ |x|. In view of the inequalities
(3.3), we deduce the bound
(3.11) 8
@
u, B2klpB2lm'RqB2mku
D § 8 ª
Rd
| u|2.
Furthermore, straightforward arguments yield that
(3.12)
ˇˇ@
u, BkpB2kl 'RqBlu
Dˇˇ À }B2kl 'R}L8}ru}2L2 À R´2}ru}2L2 ,ˇˇ@
u, Bkp 2'RqBkuDˇˇ À } 2'R}L8}ru}2L2 À R´2}ru}2L2 ,ˇˇ@
u, 3'Ru
D ˇˇ À } 3'R}L8}u}2L2 À R´4}u}2L2 .
By combining the bounds in (3.11) and (3.12), we conclude that
(3.13) Ap1qR ruptqs § 8
ª
Rd
| uptq|2 ` O `R´4 `R´2}ruptq}2L2˘ .
Next, let us turn to Ap2qR rus. Here we use (3.10) and (3.8) and find by calculation that
A
p2q
R rus “ 4µ
ª
Rd
pBkuqpB2kl'RqpBluq ´ µ
ª
Rd
p 2'Rq|u|2
“ 4µ
ª
Rd
pB2r'Rq|Bru|2 ´ µ
ª
Rd
p 2'Rq|u|2
“ 4µ
ª
Rd
|ru|2 `Xµruptqs ´ µ
ª
Rd
p 2'Rq|u|2,
with
(3.14) Xµrus “ ´4µ
ª
Rd
p1´ B2r'Rq|Bru|2.
From (3.3) and (3.4) we recall that 1´ B2r'R • 0 and }1´ B2r'R}L8 À 1. Hence,
(3.15) Xµrus À
#
0 for µ • 0,
|µ|}ru}2L2 for µ † 0.
Since } 2'R}L8 À R´2, we finally obtain
(3.16) Ap2qR ruptqs “ 4µ
ª
Rd
|ruptq|2 `Xµruptqs ` O `|µ|R´2˘ .
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Step 3 (Nonlinearity Term BRrus and Conclusion). Here we note that inte-
gration by parts yields
BRrus “ ´ @u, r|u|2 ,r'R ¨r`r ¨r'RsuD “ 2 ª
Rd
|u|2r'R ¨rp|u|2 q
“ ´ 2 
  ` 1
ª
Rd
p 'Rq|u|2 `2,
where we also made use of the identity rp|u|2 `2q “  `1  rp|u|2 q|u|2. Since 'Rprq “
r2{2 for r § R and hence  'Rprq ´ d ” 0 for r § R, we obtain
BRrus “ ´ 2 d
  ` 1
ª
Rd
|u|2 `2 ´ 2 
  ` 1
ª
|x|•R
p 'R ´ dq|u|2 `2
“ ´ 2 d
  ` 1
ª
Rd
|u|2 `2 ` O
´
R´ pd´1q}ru} L2
¯
,
where the last step follows from } 'R´ d}L8 À 1 and applying the Strauss inequality,
which gives usª
|x|•R
|u|2 `2 À }u}2L2}u}2 L8p|x|•Rq À R´ pd´1q}u}2` L2 }ru} L2 .
Finally, we combine (3.13) and (3.16) with the estimate for BRrus to deduce that
d
dt
MRruptqs § 8
ª
Rd
| uptq|2 ` 4µ
ª
Rd
|ru|2 ´ 2 d
  ` 1
ª
Rd
|u|2 `2 `Xµruptqs
` O
´
R´4 `R´2}ruptq}2L2 `R´ pd´1q}ruptq} L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
“ 4d Eru0s ´ p2d  ´ 8q} uptq}2L2 ´ p2d  ´ 4qµ}ruptq}2L2 `Xµruptqs
` O
´
R´4 `R´2}ruptq}2L2 `R´ pd´1q}ruptq} L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
,
where we also used the conservation of energy Eruptqs “ Eru0s.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. ⌅
4. Existence of Blowup for Mass-Supercritical Case
In this section, we will prove Theorems 1 and 4. With Lemma 3.1 at hand, we can
follow a strategy that has been introduced by Ogawa and Tsutsumi to show blowup for
radial (infinite-variance) solutions for NLS; see also [37] for a review on this method as
well as [21, 22] for energy-critical NLS. Although the proofs of Theorems 1 and 4 are
very similar, we give them separately for the sake of clarity.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us assume that d • 2, µ P R, and 0 † sc † 2 with
  § 4. Suppose that u0 P H2pRdq is radial and let u P C0pr0;T q;H2pRdqqq be the
solution of (1.1).
For R ° 0, we let 'Rprq “ 'pr{Rq be the radial cuto↵ function introduced in Section
3 above. For notational convenience, we write
MRruptqs ”M'Rruptqs
to denote the localized virial defined in Section 3 above. Furthermore, we define the
number
(4.1)   :“ d  ´ 4
for notational convenience. We split the rest of the proof according to the following
three cases, which clearly cover the assertions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.
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Case 1: µ • 0 and Eru0s † 0. From Lemma 3.1, we deduce that
d
dt
MRruptqs § 4d Eru0s ´ 2 } uptq}2L2
` O
´
R´4 `R´2} uptq}L2 `R´ pd´1q} uptq} {2L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
,
where we also used that }ruptq}L2 § Cpu0q} uptq}1{2L2 . Since   § 4 and Eru0s † 0 by
assumption, we can choose R ° 0 su ciently large such that
(4.2)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 2d Eru0s ´  } uptq}2L2 for t P r0, T q.
We are now ready to argue by contradiction as follows. Suppose that T “ `8 holds.
From (4.2) we conclude that MRruptqs § 0 for all t • t1 with some su ciently large
time t1 • 0. In particular, we have MRrupt1qs § 0. Hence, by integrating (4.11) on
rt1, ts with t ° t1 and using that Eru0s § 0, we get
MRruptqs § ´ 
ª t
t1
} upsq}2L2 ds § 0.
Next, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
|MRruptqs| À }r'R}L8}uptq}L2}ruptq}L2 § Cpu0qR} uptq}
1
2
L2 .
Thus we find
MRruptqs § ´A
ª t
t1
|MRrupsqs|4 ds with A :“ Cp , Rq ° 0.
Let us define zptq :“ ≥tt1 |MRrupsqs|4 ds for t • t1 and fix some time t2 ° t1. Clearly,
the function zptq is strictly increasing and nonnegative. Moreover, we haveMRruptqs “
z1ptq • A4zptq4. Hence, if we integrate this di↵erential inequality on rt2, ts, we obtain
MRruptqs § ´Azptq § ´Azpt2qp1´ 3A4zpt2q3pt´ t2qq 13
for all t ° t2.
But this shows thatMRruptqs Ñ ´8 as tÑ t˚ for some finite time t˚ † `8. Therefore,
the solution uptq cannot exist for all t • 0. By the blowup alternative for the energy-
subcritical case sc † 2, this completes the proof of Theorem 1 for µ • 0 and Eru0s † 0.
Case 2: µ † 0. We apply Lemma 3.1 to find
d
dt
MRruptqs § 4d Eru0s ´ 2 } uptq}2L2 `A|µ|}ruptq}2L2
` O
´
R´4 `R´2} uptq}L2 `R´ pd´1q} uptq} {2L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
with some universal constant A ° 0. Now we use }ru}2L2 § 12⌘ }u}2L2 ` ⌘2 } u}L2 with
⌘ “ 2 {pA|µ|q, which yields
d
dt
MRruptqs § 4d Eru0s ` A
2µ2
4 
M ru0s ´  } uptq}2L2
` O
´
R´4 `R´2} uptq}L2 `R´ pd´1q} uptq} {2L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
“ 4d  `Eru0s ` {µ2M ru0s˘´  } uptq}2L2
` O
´
R´4 `R´2} uptq}L2 `R´ pd´1q} uptq} {2L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
,
where we have set { :“ A2{p16 d q. Thus if we assume that Eru0s ` {µ2M ru0s † 0
and choose R ° 0 su ciently large, we deduce
d
dt
MRruptqs § e´  1} uptq}2L2 for all t P r0, T q
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with some constants e ° 0 and  1 ° 0. If we now use the arguments presented following
(4.2) above, we deduce that uptq must blowup in finite time.
Case 3: µ “ 0 and Epu0q • 0. Suppose that µ “ 0 holds and assume that
Epu0q • 0 satisfies the conditions
(4.3) Eru0sscM ru0s2´sc † ErQsscM rQs2´sc “: ⇤rQs,
(4.4) } u0}scL2}u0}2´scL2 ° } Q}scL2}Q}2´scL2 .
Next, by using energy conservation, we notice the lower bound
(4.5) Eru0s “ 1
2
} uptq}2L2 ´ 12  ` 2}uptq}
2 `2
L2 `2 • F p} uptq}L2q ,
where the last inequality follows from L2-mass conservation M ruptqs “M ru0s and the
interpolation inequality (1.6) with the function F : r0,8q Ñ R defined as
(4.6) F pyq :“ 1
2
y2 ´ Cd, 
2  ` 2M ru0s
 
2 p2´scqy2` sc .
Here Cd,  ° 0 denotes the optimal constant for inequality (1.6). It is straightforward
to check that F pyq has a unique global maximum attained at
(4.7) ymax “ pKd, q 1scM ru0s´ 2´sc2sc with Kd,  “
ˆ
4p  ` 1q
d Cd, 
˙ 1
 
,
and
(4.8) F pymaxq “ sc
d
y2max.
On the other hand, by Pohozaev identities, we obtain
Kd,  “ } Q}scL2}Q}2´scL2 “
´sc
d
¯´ sc2
⇤rQs 12 .
Using this, we conclude that the conditions (4.3)–(4.4) imply that
Eru0s † F pymaxq and } u0}L2 ° ymax.
In view of (4.5) and by continuity in time, we deduce that
(4.9) } uptq}L2 ° ymax for all t P r0, T q,
since otherwise there exists t˚ P p0, T q such that } upt˚q}L2 “ ymax, which contradicts
(4.5) and Eru0s † F pymaxq. Next, we choose ⌘ ° 0 su ciently small such that
Eru0sscM ru0s2´sc § p1´ ⌘qsc⇤rQs.
Using (4.9), an elementary calculation yields that
2 p1´ ⌘q} uptq}2L2 • 4d Eru0s for all t P r0, T q,
where we recall that   “ d ´ 4. Thus from Lemma 3.1 and the previous discussion we
obtain from inequality (4.2) the upper bound
(4.10)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 4d Eru0s ´ 2 } uptq}2L2
` O
´
R´4 `R´2} uptq}L2 `R´ pd´1q} uptq} {2L2
¯
§ ´p ⌘ ` oRp1qq } uptq}2L2 ` oRp1q,
with oRp1q Ñ 0 as R Ñ 8 uniformly in t. Thus by choosing R ° 0 su ciently large
and using the uniform lower bound (4.9), we conclude
(4.11)
d
dt
MRruptqs § ´ ⌘
2
} uptq}2L2 for all t P r0, T q.
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We are now ready to argue by contradiction as follows. Suppose that T “ `8 holds.
Using the uniform lower bound } uptq}L2 ° ymax ° 0 for all t • 0 and integrating
(4.11), we conclude that MRruptqs § 0 for all t • t1 with some su ciently large time
t1 • 0. In particular, we have MRrupt1qs § 0. Hence, by integrating (4.11) on rt1, ts
with t ° t1, we get
MRruptqs § ´ ⌘
2
ª t
t1
} upsq}2L2 ds § 0.
As before, this integral inequality implies that uptq blows up in finite time.
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. ⌅
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4. Let d • 5 and   “ 4d´4 , i. e., we assume that sc “ 2 holds.
Suppose u0 P H2pRdq is radial and let u P C0pr0, T q;H2pRdqq denote the corresponding
solution of (1.1). Since the proof of Theorem 4 is very similar to the one given for
Theorem 1 above, we only discuss the following case and leave the remaining (simpler)
cases to the reader.
Let us suppose that µ “ 0 holds and assume u0 P H2pRdq is radial with
(4.12) 0 § Eru0s † ErW s and } u0}L2 ° } W }L2 .
For notational convenience, we set p “ 2dd´4 . By energy conservation and Sobolev’s
inequality, we have the lower bound
(4.13) Eru0s “ 1
2
} uptq}2L2 ´ 1p}uptq}
p
Lp • F p} uptq}L2q ,
where the function F : r0,8q Ñ R is given by
(4.14) F pyq :“ 1
2
y2 ´ C
p
d
p
yp.
Recall that Cd ° 0 denotes the optimal constant for inequality (1.8). Again, we notice
that F pyq has a unique global maximum given by
F pymaxq “ 2
d
y2max with ymax “
ˆ
1
Cd
˙ d
4
.
On the other hand, by the Pohozaev identities (A.11),
} W }L2 “ ymax and F pymaxq “ ErW s.
Thus from (4.12) we infer that
Eru0s † F pymaxq and } u0}L2 ° } W }L2 .
By a simple continuity argument, we deduce that } uptq}L2 ° } W }L2 for all t P r0, T q,
as in the proof of Theorem 1. Next, from Lemma 3.1 we obtain
(4.15)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 16d
d´ 4
ˆ
Eru0s ´ 2
d
} uptq}2L2
˙
` O
ˆ
R´4 `R´2} uptq}L2 `R´ 4pd´1qd´4 } uptq}
2
d´4
L2
˙
.
Now we choose ⌘ ° 0 su ciently small such that
Eru0s § p1´ ⌘qErW s.
Since } uptq}L2 ° } W }L2 and ErW s “ 2d} W }2L2 , we deduce
p1´ ⌘q2
d
} uptq}2L2 • Eru0s for all t P r0, T q.
Going back to (4.15) and choosing R ° 0 su ciently large, we conclude
(4.16)
d
dt
MRruptqs § ´ 16
d´ 4⌘} uptq}
2
L2 for all t P r0, T q,
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where we also made use of the uniform lower bound } uptq}L2 ° } W }L2 to absorb
the error term OpR´4q. With estimate (4.16) at hand, we can now conclude that uptq
cannot exist for all times t • 0, in the same fashion as we did with (4.11) in the proof
of Theorem 1 above.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. ⌅
5. Localized Riesz Bivariance and Estimates
Let ' : Rd Ñ R be a radial function as in Section 3 above. In addition, we suppose
that
(5.1)
#
'prq • 0 for r • 0 and 'prq ” 0 for r • 10,
rj?' P L8pRdq for 0 § j § 6.
For details on how to choose such a function 'prq, we refer to Appendix B. For R ° 0,
we define the rescaled function
'Rprq :“ R2'
´ r
R
¯
Now we introduce another radial cuto↵ function  R : Rd Ñ R that is given by
(5.2)  Rprq :“
ª r
0
a
2'Rpsq ds.
It is elementary to check that
(5.3)
 Rprq “
#
r2{2 for r § R
const. for r • 10R , r Rprq “
"
x for r § R
0 for r • 10R ;
}rj R}L8 À R2´j for 0 § j § 6 ;
supp prj Rq Ä
#t|x| § 10Ru for j “ 1, 2
tR § |x| § 10Ru for 3 § j § 6 .
Furthermore by di↵erentiating 'Rprq “ 12 |r Rprq|2 “ 12 pBk RqpBk Rq, we deduce that
(5.4) Bl'R “ pB2kl RqpBk Rq,
for l “ 1, . . . , d. This identity will be used below.
For the rest of this section, we assume that d • 3 holds. We define the localized
Riesz bivariance by setting
(5.5) V Rrus :“
@
u,r R ¨ p´ q´1r RuD “ @Bk Ru, p´ q´1Bk RuD .
Using that p´ q´1 “ |r|´2 and by Plancherel’s theorem, we discover that
(5.6) V Rrus “ }|r|´1pr Ruq}2L2 “
ª
Rd
|⇠|´2 ˇˇ {pr Ruqp⇠qˇˇ2 d⇠.
Clearly V Rrus • 0 is nonnegative and finite for u P H2pRdq, since we have
(5.7)
V Rrus “ }|r|´1pr Ruq}2L2 § C}|x|pr Ruq}2L2 § C}|x|r R}2L8}u}2L2
À R4}u}2L2 ,
using the Hardy-type inequality }|r|´1f}L2 § C}|x|f}L2 valid in dimensions d • 3.
(Notice that V Rrus is already finite if we only assume that u belongs to L2pRdq.)
Suppose now that u P C0pr0;T q;H2pRdqq solves (1.1) and let  R be as above with
R ° 0 given. For the rest of the section, let us denote the localized Riesz bivariance
and the localized virial by
(5.8) VRruptqs ” V Rruptqs, MRruptqs ”M'Rruptqs,
respectively.
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Remark. We emphasize that we use the di↵erent cuto↵ functions  R and 'R for VRrus
and MRrus, respectively, where the relation (5.4) will be important.
We have the following technical main result.
Lemma 5.1 (Time Evolution of VR). Let d • 3 and suppose u P Cpr0, T q;H2pRdqq is
a radial solution of (1.1). Then, for any t P r0, T q, it holds that
d
dt
VRruptqs “ 4MRruptqs `NRruptqs ` O `1` |µ|R2˘ ,
where
NRrus “ ´i @uptq, r|u|2 , Bk Rp´ q´1Bk RsuptqD .
Remark. In Lemma 5.2 below, we will derive estimates that will in particular show
that NRrus is finite for u P H2pRdq.
Proof. For notational convenience, we define the pseudo-di↵erential operator
 R :“ Bk Rp´ q´1Bk R,
which corresponds to a localized version of the Riesz potential p´ q´1.
We divide the proof of Lemma 5.1 into several steps as follows.
Step 1 (Regularity and Preliminaries). By using that iBtu “  2u ´ µ u ´
|u|2 u, a simple computation yields
(5.9)
d
dt
VRruptqs “ Lp1qR ruptqs ` Lp2qR ruptqs `NRruptqs
with
(5.10) Lp1qR ruptqs :“
@
u, r 2, i RsuD , Lp2qR rus :“ ´µ xu, r , i Rsuy ,
(5.11) NRrus :“ ´ @u, r|u|2 , i RsuD .
Note that all expressions involved here are well-defined due to the smoothing properties
of the pseudo-di↵erential operator  R. For instance, since  2u P H´2pRdq, we see that
L
p1q
R rus is finite provided that  Rpuq belongs to H2pRdq. To see this, we first note that,
by Sobolev inequalities and the fact that r R is bounded and compactly supported,
(5.12) }r Ru}Lr À Cp Rq}u}H2
for r P r1,8s if d “ 3, r P r1,8q if d “ 4, and r P r1, 2dd´4 s if d • 5. Thus, by the weak
Young inequality, we deduce
(5.13) }p´ q´1pr Ruq}Lq À Cp Rq}u}H2 ,
for q P p dd´2 ,8q if 3 § d § 8 and q P p dd´2 , 2dd´8 q if d • 9. Likewise and using the
Mikhlin multiplier theorem, we conclude
(5.14) }rp´ q´1pr Ruq}Lq À }|r|´1pr Ruq}Lq À Cp Rq}u}H2 ,
for q P p dd´1 ,8q if 3 § d § 6 and q P p dd´1 , 2dd´6 q if d • 7. We now use (5.13) and (5.14)
to find that
} Rpuq}H2 À }p r Rqp´ q´1pr Ruq}L2 ` }pr2 Rq ¨rp´ q´1pr Ruq}L2
` }r R ¨ p´ q´1pr Ruq}L2 ` }r R ¨ p´ q´1pr Ruq}L2
À } r R}Lp1 }p´ q´1pr Ruq}Lq1 ` }r2 R}Lp2 }|r|´1pr Ruq}Lq2
` }r R}2L8}u}L2 ` }r R}Lp3 }}p´ q´1pr Ruq}Lq3
À Cp Rq}u}H2 ,
where 1{pi ` 1{qi “ 1{2 for i “ 1, 2, 3. We readily verify that ppi, qiq “ p4, 4q for
i “ 1, 2, 3 is an admissible choice when 3 § d § 4. For dimensions d • 5, we can take
ppi, qiq “ p8, 2q for i “ 1, 2, 3.
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By following similar arguments as above, we see that the remaining terms in (5.9)
are well-defined for u P H2pRdq. We omit the details.
Step 2 (Analysis of Lp1qR ). We now discuss the term L
p1q
R appearing on the right
side in (5.9). Using that rA,BCs “ rA,BsC `BrA,Cs and r 2, p´ q´1s “ 0, we note
r 2, i Rs “ ir 2, Bk Rsp´ q´1Bk R ` iBk Rp´ q´1r 2, Bk Rs “: ipZ ´ Z˚q
where we set Z :“ r 2, Bk Rsp´ q´1Bk R. Next, by iterating with the identity
rAB,Cs “ ArB,Cs ` rA,CsB, we obtain that
r 2, Bk Rs “  r , Bk Rs ` r , Bk Rs  “ 2r , Bk Rs ` r , r , Bk Rss
“ 2 pBlrBl, Bk Rs ` rBl, Bk RsBlq ` r , r , Bk Rss
“ 2 p2BlrBl, Bk Rs ` rrBl, Bk Rs, Blsq ` r , r , Bk Rss
“ 4BlpB2kl Rq ´ 2p Bk Rq ` r , r , Bk Rss.
We proceed to study the last term on the right side. Here we observe that
r , Bk Rs “ BlrBl, Bk Rs ` rBl, Bk RsBl “ BlpB2kl Rq ` pB2kl RqBl.
If we apply identity (3.8) with Bk R instead of 'R, we find
r , r , Bk Rss “ 4BlpB3klm RqBm ` 2Bk R
“ 4pB3klm RqB2lm ` 4rBl, pB3klm RqBms ` 2Bk R
“ 4pB3klm RqB2lm ` 4p B2km RqBm ` 2Bk R.
Next, we use ´ p´ q´1 “ 1 and combine the identities above to conclude that
(5.15)
Z “ r 2, Bk Rsp´ q´1Bk R
“ ´4BlpB2kl RqBk R ` 2p Bk RqBk R ` 4pB3klm RqB2lmp´ q´1Bk R
` 4p B2km RqBmp´ q´1Bk R ` p 2Bk Rqp´ q´1Bk R.
By plugging this into Lp1qR rus “ xu, ipZ ´ Z˚quy “ ´2 Im xu, Zuy and recalling the
identity (5.4), an integration by parts for the top order term 4iBlpB2kl RqpBk Rq yields
L
p1q
R rus “ 4MRrus ´
4ÿ
⌫“1
R⌫rus,
with the remainder terms
R1rus :“ 4 Im
ª
Rd
p Bk RqpBk Rq|u|2, R2rus :“ 8 Im
ª
Rd
upB3klm RqB2lmp´ q´1pBk Rqu,
R3rus :“ 8 Im
ª
Rd
u p B2km RqBmp´ q´1pBk Rqu,
R4rus :“ 2 Im
ª
Rd
u p 2Bk Rqp´ q´1pBk Rqu.
As a next step, we claim that
(5.16) |R⌫rus| À }u}2L2 “ Op1q.
for ⌫ “ 1, . . . , 4. Indeed, we first note that
R1rus “ 0,
since the integrand is real-valued. To estimate R2rus, we use }B2lmp´ q´1f}L2 À }f}L2
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get
|R2rus| À }B3klm R}L8}Bk R}L8}u}2L2 À R´1 ¨R}u}2L2 À }u}2L2 .
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Next, we use that }Bmp´ q´1f}L2 À }p´ q´ 12 f}L2 together with the Cauchy-Schwarz
and the weak Young inequalities. This gives us
|R3rus| À }p B2km Rqu}L2}p´ q´ 12 pBk Ruq}L2 À } B2km R}L8}u}L2}Bk Ru}
L
2d
d`2
À } B2km R}L8}Bk R}Ld}u}2L2 À R´2 ¨R2}u}2L2 À }u}2L2 ,
using that }Bk R}Ld À R ¨ |t|x| § 10Ru|
1
d À R2 thanks to (5.3). Finally, we note
p´ q´1 “ p´ q´ 12 p´ q´ 12 and apply the weak Young inequality once again to find
that
|R4rus| À }p´ q´ 12 p 2Bk Rqu}L2}p´ q´ 12 pBk Ruq}L2
À }p 2Bk Rqu}
L
2d
d`2 }Bk Ru}L 2dd`2 À } 
2Bk R}Ld}Bk R}Ld}u}2L2
À R´2 ¨R2}u}2L2 À }u}2L2 ,
since we have } 2Bk R}Ld À R´3 ¨ |t|x| § 10Ru|
1
d À R´2 by (5.3) and }Bk R}Ld À R2
as shown above. This completes the proof of estimate (5.16).
Step 3 (Analysis of Lp2qR ). Let us now turn to term L
p2q
R arising from the com-
mutator of  R with the lower-order dispersion. By using that r , p´ q´1s “ 0 and
rA,BCs “ rA,BsC `BrA,Cs, we calculate
r , i Rs “ ir , Bk Rsp´ q´1Bk R ` iBk Rp´ q´1r , Bk Rs “: ipZ˜ ´ Z˜˚q
with Z˜ :“ r , Bk Rsp´ q´1Bk R. We proceed by noticing that
r , Bk Rs “ rBl, Bk RsBl ` BlrBl, Bk Rs
“ 2rBl, Bk RsBl ` rBl, rBl, Bk Rss “ 2pB2kl RqBl ` Bk R.
Since Lp2qR rus “ ´µxu, ipZ˜ ´ Z˜˚quy “ 2µ Im xu, Z˜uy, we obtain
L
p2q
R rus “ R˜1rus ` R˜2rus
with
R˜1rus “ 4µ Im
ª
Rd
upB2kl RqBlp´ q´1Bk Ru,
R˜2rus “ 2µ Im
ª
Rd
up Bk Rqp´ q´1Bk Ru.
Next, we claim that
(5.17) |R˜⌫rus| À |µ|R2}u}2L2 “ Op|µ|R2q
for ⌫ “ 1, 2. To see this, we use that }Blp´ q´1f}L2 À }p´ q´ 12 f}L2 and apply the
Cauchy-Schwarz and weak Young inequalites to deduce
|R˜1rus| À |µ|}B2kl R u}L2}p´ q´ 12 pBk R uq}L2 À |µ|}B2kl R}L8}u}L2}Bk R u}
L
2d
d`2
À |µ|}B2kl R}L8}Bk R}Ld}u}2L2 À |µ|R2}u}2L2 ,
since }B2kl R}L8 À 1 and }Bk R}Ld À R2. Next, by writing p´ q´1 “ p´ q´ 12 p´ q´ 12
again, another application of the weak Young inequality likewise yields that
|R˜2rus| À |µ|}p´ q´ 12 pp Bk Rquq}L2}p´ q´ 12 pBk Ruq}L2
À |µ|}p Bk Rqu}
L
2d
d`2 }Bk Ru}L 2dd`2 À |µ|} Bk R}Ld}Bk R}Ld}u}
2
L2
À |µ|R2}u}2L2 ,
using the bounds } Bk R}Ld À 1 and }Bk R}Ld À R2. This shows that (5.17) holds.
The proof of Lemma 5.1 is now complete. ⌅
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Next, we prove the following bounds for the nonlinear commutator term NRrus in
the class of radial functions.
Lemma 5.2 (Bounds for NR). Let d • 3. Suppose 4d §   †  ˚ and define   “ d ´4 •
0. For any radial function u P H2pRdq, it holds that
|NRrus| À C"p}u}L2qRa} u}
1
2 p `aq
L2 ,
where
a “
$&%
"` a0pd, q for d • 6,
6´ d
2
for 3 § d § 5,
with any 0 † " † 2 and
a0pd, q “
$’&’%
0 for d • 8,
0 for d “ 7 and   P r 712 , ˚q,
0 for d “ 6 and   P r 710 , ˚q,
and
a0pd, q “
$’&’%
7
12
p7´ 12 q for d “ 7 and   P r 47 , 712 q,
3
5
p7´ 10 q for d “ 6 and   P r 23 , 710 q.
Remarks. 1. By scaling arguments, it is easy to see that for the estimate |NRrus| À
Cp}u}L2qRa} uptq}bL2 to hold, the exponents a and b have to satisfy the relation
(5.18) ´a` 2b “  .
In particular, if we assume that a • 0, we get the lower bound 2b •   with   “ d ´ 4.
As we will see in the proof of Theorem 2 below, the condition b † 1 naturally enters,
which leads to the upper bound   † 2 meaning that   † 6d holds. Note that the
bounds of Lemma 5.2 will in fact impose the condition   † mint 3d ` 12 , 6du in order that
b † 1 holds. Note that this extra condition on   becomes redundant for d • 12, since
  †  ˚ “ 4d´4 .
2. The proof of Lemma 5.2 given below will make use of Newton’s theorem (in
particular, we will make essential use of this fact for d • 7.). Alternatively, one could
avoid making use of this special identity for p´ q´1 at all and only work with the
weak Young, Strauss and Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities at the expense of obtaining
weaker bounds for NRrus.
Proof. First, we note that
NRrus “ ´2 Im
ª
Rd
uBk Rp´ q´1Bk R|u|2 u.
We discuss the cases 3 § d § 5, d “ 6, and d • 7 separately as follows.
Case 1: 3 § d § 5. First, we recall the pointwise bound
(5.19)
ˇˇ`p´ q´1f˘ pxqˇˇ À 1|x|d´2
ˆª
Rd
|fpyq| dy
˙
when x ‰ 0,
for any radial function f P L1pRdq and d • 3. This bound can be deduced, e. g., from
Newton’s theorem, see [25, Theorem 9.7] and the proof given there. Alternatively, a
more stable argument that yields the pointwise bound (5.19), and can be generalized
to Riesz potentials p´ q´↵, 1{2 † ↵ † d{2, can be inferred from [13, Corollary 2.3].
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Applying (5.19) to the radial function f “ |Bk R||u|2 `1 P L1pRdq and using that
|Bk R| À |x| and supp pBk Rq Ä t|x| À Ru by (5.3), we deduce
|NRrus| À
˜ª
|x|ÀR
|upxq|
|x|d´3 dx
¸
¨
˜ª
|y|ÀR
|y||upyq|2 `1 dy
¸
“: A ¨B.
Next, we note that
A À }u}L2
›››› 1|x|d´3
››››
L2p|x|ÀRq
À }u}L2R 6´d2 ,
and
B À
ª
Rd
´
|y| d´12 |upyq|
¯2  |upyq|2 `1´2  dy À } u}  2L2}u} L  ,
where we have used the Strauss inequality and introduced the exponents
  :“ 1
d´ 1 and   :“ 2  ` 1´ 2 .
Notice that   P r2, 2 ˚ ` 2q for   P r 4d , ˚q and 3 § d § 5. Thus we can apply the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality to bound }u}L  in B, whence it follows that
|NRrus| À Cp}u}L2qR 6´d2 } u}
 
2
L2} u}
d
2 p ´ q´ d4
L2 “ Cp}u}L2qRa} u}
1
2 p `aq
L2
with a “ 6´d2 , which is the bound asserted in Lemma 5.2 when 3 § d § 5.
Case 2: d “ 6. Let A and B be as above. Since the function |x|´d`3 does not
belong to L2locpRdq anymore for d • 6, we modify the previous argument to control A
as follows. Let " P p0, 2q and we estimate
(5.20) A § C"
›››› 1|x|3´"
››››
L2p|x|ÀRq
}|r|"u}L2 À C"p}u}L2qR"} u}
"
2
L2
where we used the Hardy-type inequality }|x|´"u}L2 § C"}|r|"u}L2 and }|r|"u}L2 §
}u}1´ "2L2 } u}
"
2
L2 for " P p0, 2q.
Next, we let   “ 1d´1 “ 15 and   “ 2  ` 1´ 2  as above. However, we notice that
  “ 2  ` 1´ 2  † 2 if 23 §   † 710 ,
Thus we cannot make use of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (1.6) to control B when
  P r 23 , 710 q. Instead, by making use of the Strauss inequality and Ho¨lder’s inequality,
we obtain
B “
ª
|y|ÀR
´
|y| d´12 |u|
¯2  |upyq|  dy À Cp}u}L2q˜ª
|y|ÀR
1 dy
¸ 7´10 
10
} u} 110L2
À Cp}u}L2qR 3p7´10 q5 } u}
1
10
L2 ,
provided that   P r 23 , 710 q. In view of (5.20), we deduce the claimed bound for NRrus
when d “ 6 and   P r 23 , 710 q.
Let us now consider   P r 710 , ˚q. In this case, we have   P r2, 2 ‹` 2q and hence we
can use the GN-inequality to bound }u} L  and we obtain
|NRrus| À A ¨B À Cp}u}L2 , "qR"} u}
1
2 p `"q
L2 .
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2 for d “ 6.
Case 3: d • 7. We shall now fully exploit Newton’s theorem, which states that
(5.21) pp´ q´1fqpxq “ 1|x|d´2
ª
|y|§|x|
fpyq dy `
ª
|x|†|y|
fpyq
|y|d´2 dy for x ‰ 0,
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for any radial f P L1pRd, xxy2´ddxq and d • 3; see, e. g.,[25, Theorem 9.7] and the
proof given there. By making use of (5.21) with the radial function f “ |Bk R||u|2 `1,
and the estimate |Bk R| À |x| we deduce that
(5.22)
|NRrus| À
ª
|x|ÀR
|upxq||x|
˜
1
|x|d´2
ª
|y|§|x|ÀR
|y||upyq|2 `1 dy
`
ª
|x|†|y|ÀR
1
|y|d´3 |upyq|
2 `1 dy
¸
dx.
Let us first assume that d • 8 holds. In this case, we observe that
}y}Lpp|y|§|x|ÀRq § }y}Lpp|y|§|x|q À |x|1`
d
p for p P r1,8s,›››› 1|y|d´3
››››
Lpp|x|†|y|ÀRq
§
›››› 1|y|d´3
››››
Lpp|x|†|y|q
À |x|´pd´3q` dp for p P p dd´3 ,8s.
Using these bounds with with p “ 8 for d “ 8 and with p “ 2dd´8 for d ° 8, we apply
Ho¨lder’s inequality to (5.22) and find that
|NRrus| À
˜ª
|x|ÀR
|upxq|
|x|d{2 dx
¸
¨ }u}2 `1
L
2d
d`8 ¨p2 `1q
À C"p}u}L2qR"}|r|"u}L2} u}  2
À C"p}u}L2qR"} u}
1
2 p `"q
L2 ,
for any 0 † " † 2. Note we used the Hardy-type inequality }|x|´"u}L2 À C"}|r|"u}L2 À
C"p}u}L2q} u}"L2 to estimate the compactly supported integral above. Notice also that
in the second inequality above we used the GN-inequality, which is applicable here due
to the fact that 2dd`8 p2  ` 1q P r2, 2 ˚ ` 2q holds for   P r 4d , ˚q, as one easily checks.
It remains to discuss the case d “ 7. Here we have to modify the previous arguments
with the use of the Strauss inequality as follows: Going back to (5.22) and splitting
|y| “ |y| 12 |y| 12 , we find that
(5.23)
|NRrus| À
˜ª
|x|ÀR
|upxq|
|x|7{2 dx
¸
¨
˜ª
|y|ÀR
|y| 12 |upyq|2 `1 dy
¸
À C"p}u}L2qR"} u}
"
2
L2} u}
1
24
L2
˜ª
|y|ÀR
|upyq|2 `1´ 16 dy
¸
.
Now, we note that 2  ` 1´ 16 † 2 for   P r 47 , 712 q. Therefore, in this range of  , we use
Ho¨lder’s inequality and the compact support to get the bound
(5.24)
ª
|y|ÀR
|upyq|2 `1´ 16 dy §
˜ª
|y|ÀR
1 dy
¸ 7´12 
12
}u}L2 À R 7p7´12 q12 }u}L2 ,
provided that   P r 47 , 712 q. Furthermore, from the GN-inequality (1.6) we obtain
(5.25)
ª
|y|ÀR
|upyq|2 `1´ 16 dy À Cp}u}L2q} u}
dp12 ´7q
24
L2
when   P r 712 , ˚q. If we plug the bounds (5.24) and (5.25) into (5.23), we obtain the
claimed bounds for NRrus for d “ 7.
The proof of Lemma 5.2 is now complete. ⌅
We conclude this section by showing a space-time bound forNRrus for mass-supercritical
exponents   ° 4d , which will be essential in the proof of Theorem 2 in the next section.
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Lemma 5.3 (Space-Time Bounds for NR). Let d • 3, 4d †   †  ˚, and define
  “ d  ´ 4 ° 0. Suppose u P C0pr0, T q;H2pRdqq is radial. Let a ° 0 be as in Lemma
5.2 and assume that
b :“ 1
2
p  ` aq † 1.
Furthermore, we define
Ipt1, t0q :“
ª t1
t0
pt1 ´ tq} uptq}2L2 dt.
for rt0, t1s Ä r0, T q. Then we haveª t0
t1
|NRruptqs| dt § Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
⌘2R4{↵
`R2a´ 4↵ p1´bq ` ⌘Ipt1, t0q
˙
for any ⌘ ° 0 and the exponent
↵ “  pd´ 1q
4´   .
Remark. The role of the exponent 0 † ↵ † 1 will become clear in the proof of Theorem
2 below.
Proof. From Lemma 5.2 we recall that
|NRruptqs| § Cpu0qRa} uptq}bL2
with some constants a • 1 and 0 † b † 1. Integrating this bound on rt0, t1s and using
Ho¨lder’s inequality, we findª t1
t0
|NRruptqs| dt § Cpu0qRa
ª t1
t0
} uptq}bL2 dt
§ Cpu0qRa
ˆª t1
t0
pt1 ´ tq´ b2´b dt
˙ 2´b
2
ˆª t1
t0
pt1 ´ tq} uptq}2L2 dt
˙ b
2
“ Cpu0qRapt1 ´ t0q1´bIpt0, t1q b2 .
We let ⌘ ° 0 and invoke Young’s inequality twice to deduce thatª t1
t0
|NRruptqs| dt § Cpu0q
´
⌘´1R
2a
2´b pt1 ´ t0q 2p1´bq2´b ` ⌘Ipt0, t1q
¯
§ Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
⌘2R4{↵
`R2a´ 4↵ p1´bq ` ⌘Ipt1, t0q
˙
,
where we used that
(5.26)
R
2a
2´b pt1 ´ t0q 2p1´bq2´b “ R 12´b p2a` 4↵ p1´bqq
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
R
4
↵
˙ 1´b
2´b
À pt1 ´ t0q
2
⌘R
4
↵
` ⌘R2a` 4↵ p1´bq.
The proof of Lemma 5.3 is now complete. ⌅
6. Universal Upper Bound on Blowup Rate
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. Inspired by the work on classical
NLS by Merle-Raphae¨l-Szeftel in [26], we will make essential use of the localized Riesz
bivariance estimates, derived in Section 5 above.
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6.1. Proof of Theorem 2. We assume that d • 3, µ P R, and 0 † sc † 2 with the
additional condition that
4
d
†   † min
"
3
d
` 1
2
,
6
d
*
.
Let u0 P H2pRdq be radial and suppose the corresponding solution u P C2pr0, T q;H2pRdqq
of (1.1) blows up at some finite time 0 † T † `8. Furthermore, we let
(6.1) 0 † R § min  1, |µ|´2(
be a constant that will be chosen su ciently small depending on u0, d, and  .
Remark. In the proofs of Theorems 1 and 4 above, we took R " 1 to be su ciently
large to ensure that certain error terms could be neglected. In contrast to this, we
emphasize that we will have to choose R ! 1 to be su ciently small below.
Following the notation in Section 5 above, we use
MRruptqs :“M'Rruptqs and VRruptqs :“ V Rruptqs
to denote the localized virial and Riesz-bivariance defined where 'R and  R were defined
in (5.1) and (5.2) respectively. Finally, we suppose that
0 † t0 † t1 † T
are two times that will be chosen below su ciently close to T depending only on u0, d,
and  . Without loss of generality, we assume that |t0 ´ t1| § 1 holds. For the rest of
the proof, we let Cpu0q ° 0 denote a constant that only depends on u0, d, and  .
The proof of Theorem 2 will now be arranged into two steps as follows.
Step 1 (Integral Bounds). We start by bounding the error term (including those
in Op|µ|q) in Lemma 3.1 as follows
(6.2)
O
´
R´4 ` `R´2 ` |µ|˘ }ruptq}2L2 `R´ pd´1q}ruptq} L2 ` |µ|R´2¯
§ Cpu0q
´
R´4 `R´2}ruptq}2L2 `R´ pd´1q}ruptq} L2
¯
§ Cpu0q
´
⌘´1R´4 ` ⌘´1R´4{↵ ` ⌘} uptq}2L2
¯
§ Cpu0q
´
⌘´1R´4{↵ ` ⌘} uptq}2L2
¯
where we used that }ru}L2 § }u}
1
2
L2} u}
1
2
L2 together with Young’s inequality to in-
sert some small number ⌘ ° 0 to be chosen later. Moreover, we set the following
interpolation exponent
(6.3) ↵ “ 4´  
 pd´ 1q .
Note that in the last step above, we used that 0 † ↵ † 1 thanks to the fact that
4{d †   † 4 by assumption.
Thus, by choosing 0 † ⌘ †  {2 su ciently small (recall we set   :“ d  ´ 4), the
di↵erential inequality in Lemma 3.1 yields that
d
dt
MRruptqs § 4d Eru0s ´ p2  ´ ⌘q } uptq}2L2 ` Cpu0q⌘R4{↵
§ ´ } uptq}2L2 ` Cpu0q⌘R4{↵ for t P rt0, T q,
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provided that t0 † T is su ciently close to T and using that } uptq}L2 Ñ `8 as
tÑ T . Integrating this bound on an arbitrary time interval rt0, ts Ä rt0, t1s leads to
MRruptqs § ´ 
ª t
t0
} up⌧q}2L2 d⌧ `MRrupt0qs ` Cpu0q⌘R4{↵ pt1 ´ t0q
§ ´ 
ª t
t0
} up⌧q}2L2 d⌧ ` 14
d
dt
VRrupt0qs
` Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q
⌘R4{↵
` 1`Ra} upt0q}bL2
˙
,
with some a ° 0 and 0 † b † 1, where we made use of Lemma 5.1 and 5.2. If we use
the identity in Lemma 5.1 once again and integrate the previous inequality on rt0, t1s,
we obtain
(6.4)
VRrupt1qs ` 4 
ª t1
t0
ª t
t0
} up⌧q}2L2 d⌧ dt´
ª t1
t0
NRruptqs dt
§ VRrupt0qs ` Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
⌘R4{↵
` `1`Ra} upt0q}bL2˘ pt1 ´ t0q˙
Note that integration by parts on F ptq “ ≥tt0 } up⌧q}2L2 d⌧ yields thatª t1
t0
ª t
t0
} up⌧q}2L2 d⌧ dt “
ª t1
t0
pt1 ´ tq} uptq}2L2dt.
Next, we combine the facts that VRrupt1qs • 0 from (5.6) and VRrupt0qs § Cpu0qR4
from (5.7) with the previous bound (6.4). Furthermore, we use the time-averaged bound
for NRruptqs in Lemma 5.3 with ⌘ ° 0 su ciently small to deduce that
(6.5)
ª t1
t0
pt1 ´ tq} uptq}2L2 dt
§ Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
⌘2R4{↵
` `1`Ra} upt0q}bL2˘ pt1 ´ t0q `R2a´ 4↵ p1´bq `R4˙ .
Since 0 † b † 1, we can apply Young’s inequality to get
(6.6)
Ra} upt0q}bL2pt1 ´ t0q À ⌘´1R 2a2´b pt1 ´ t0q
2p1´bq
2´b ` ⌘pt1 ´ t0q2} upt0q}2L2
À pt1 ´ t0q
2
⌘2R4{↵
`R2a` 4↵ p1´bq ` ⌘pt1 ´ t0q2} upt0q}2L2 ,
where we used (5.26) for the last step. Next, we note that
(6.7) pt1 ´ t0q À pt1 ´ t0q
2
R4{↵
`R4{↵ À pt1 ´ t0q
2
R4{↵
`R4,
since we have R4{↵ § R4 due to 0 † ↵ † 1 and 0 † R § 1. By inserting the bounds
(6.6) and (6.7) into (6.5) with ⌘ ° 0 su ciently small, we obtain
(6.8)
ª t0
t1
pt1 ´ tq} uptq}2L2 dt
§ Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
⌘2R4{↵
` ⌘pt1 ´ t0q2} upt0q}2L2 `R⇢ `R4
˙
.
where we introduce the exponent
(6.9) ⇢ :“ 2a´ 4
↵
p1´ bq.
Now we claim that
(6.10) 4 ° ⇢ • 4´
ˆ
3` a
2
˙
  with   “ d  ´ 4 P p0, 1q,
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which, in particular, implies that R4 § R⇢ for 0 † R § 1. To show (6.10), we apply
the identities
1
↵
“  pd´ 1q
4´   “
4`  
4´  {pd´ 1q and b “
1
2
pa`  q,
which lead us to
(6.11) ⇢ “ 2a` 2p2´ a´  q 4`  
4´  {pd´ 1q .
As an aside, we remark that this identity shows that
(6.12) ⇢Ñ 4 as   Ñ 0.
Furthermore, we deduce the the lower bound
⇢ • 2a` 2p2´ a´  qp1`  {4q “ 4´  
2
p2` a`  q   • 4´
ˆ
3` a
2
˙
 ,
using that 0 †   † 1. On the other hand, an elementary calculation shows that
⇢´ 4 “ ´2 pp2d´ 4q `  pd´ 1q ` daq
4pd´ 1q ´   † 0.
Thus we have shown that (6.10) holds and we finally obtain
(6.13)
ª t1
t0
pt1 ´ tq} uptq}2L2 dt § Cpu0q
ˆ pt1 ´ t0q2
⌘2R4{↵
` ⌘pt1 ´ t0q2} upt0q}2L2 `R⇢
˙
.
Step 2 (Conclusion). First, we note that right side of (6.13) has a finite limit
when we take t1 Ñ T † `8. Furthermore, we make the optimized ansatz
(6.14) R “ Rpt0q :“ pT ´ t0q 2↵4`⇢↵ ,
so that pT ´ t0q2R´4{↵ “ R⇢, and we choose t0 † T su ciently close to T in order to
guarantee that (6.1) holds. With this choice of R “ Rpt0q ° 0 and by taking ⌘ ° 0
su ciently small, we deduce
(6.15)
ª T
t0
pT ´ tq} uptq}2L2 dt § Cpu0qpT ´ t0q
2⇢↵
4`⇢↵ ` pT ´ t0q2} upt0q}2L2 .
For t P rt0, T q, we now define the function
(6.16) gptq :“
ª T
t
pT ´ ⌧q} up⌧q}2L2 d⌧.
Then the integral estimate (6.15) can be written as
gptq ` pT ´ tqg1ptq § Cpu0qpT ´ tq 2⇢↵4`⇢↵ .
Thus we find
d
dt
ˆ
gptq
T ´ t
˙
“ gptq ` pT ´ tqg
1ptq
pT ´ tq2 § Cpu0qpT ´ tq
2⇢↵
4`⇢↵´2.
Hence by integration on rt0, ts it follows that
gptq
T ´ t § Cpu0q
´
1` pT ´ tq 2⇢↵4`⇢↵´1
¯
.
Note that 2⇢↵4`⇢↵ † 1, since ⇢↵ † 4 by (6.10) and ↵ † 1. Therefore, we have
(6.17) gptq § Cpu0qpT ´ tq 2⇢↵4`⇢↵ “ Cpu0qpT ´ tq 2 1`  with   :“ 14⇢↵,
for t † T su ciently close to T . By choosing Cpu0q ° 0 larger if necessary, we trivially
extend the bound (6.17) to all times t P r0, T q.
Finally, we note that   Ñ ↵ as   Ñ 0 (i. e. as   Ñ 4{d) in view of (6.12). This
concludes the proof of Theorem 2. ⌅
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7. Existence of Blowup for Mass-Critical Case
Let d • 2, µ • 0, and sc “ 0, i. e., we consider the mass-critical exponent
(7.1)   “ 4
d
.
We divide the proof of Theorem 3 into the following steps.
Case 1 (Blowup for µ ° 0). In this case, the proof of finite-time blowup for radial
data u0 P H2pRdq with Epu0q † 0 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 for the mass-
supercritical case. In fact, we just exploit the observation that the exponent   “ 4{d
is mass-supercritical with respect to the lower-order NLS dispersion ´µ  in (1.1).
Let 'R “ 'pr{Rq with R ° 0 be a cuto↵ function as chosen in Section 3 above.
Moreover, we use the short-hand notation MRruptqs ” M'Rruptqs for the localized
virial. From Lemma 3.1 we obtain that
(7.2)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 16Eru0s ´ 4µ}ruptq}2L2
` O
´
R´4 `R´2}ruptq}2L2 `R´4` 4d }ruptq}
4
d
L2 ` |µ|R´2
¯
§ 8Eru0s ´ 2µ}ruptq}2L2 for t P r0, T q,
provided we choose R ° 0 su ciently large, where we used that Eru0s † 0 and   “
4
d § 2 by assumption.
Suppose now that T “ `8 holds. Since Eru0s † 0, we see that MRrupt1qs § 0 for
all t • t1 with some su ciently large time t1 ° 0. By integrating (7.2),
(7.3) MRruptqs § ´2µ
ª t
t1
}rupsq}2L2 ds
for all t • t1. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get |MRrus| À }r'R}L2}u}L2}ru}L2
and thus we arrive at
(7.4) MRruptqs § ´A
ª t
t1
|MRrupsqs|2 ds with A :“ Cpu0, µq ° 0.
As in the proof of Theorem 1 above, we deduce that MRruptqs Ñ ´8 as t Ñ t˚ for
some finite time t˚ † `8. This shows that uptq cannot exist for all t • 0. By the
blowup alternative, we have finite-time blowup of uptq.
Case 2 (Blowup for µ “ 0). In this case, the absence of the lower-order dispersion
in (1.1) requires a more refined analysis of the problem.
In what follows, we choose the cuto↵ function 'prq that satisfy some additional
properties needed, as done in Appendix B. Going back to the proof of Lemma 3.1 (see,
in particular, the proof of Step 2 there), we first observe that
4xu, BkpB2kl 'RqBluy ` 2xu, Bkp 2'RqBkuy “ ´4
ª
Rd
B2r 'R |Bru|2 ´ 2
ª
p 2'Rq|Bru|2
using integration by parts and the formula (3.10). Thus from the calculations in steps
2 and 3 of the proof of Lemma 3.1, and the sign properties (3.3) of 'R we infer
(7.5)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 16Epu0q ´ 8
ª
Rd
`
1´ B2r'R
˘ |B2ru|2
´
ª
Rd
AR|Bru|2 `
ª
Rd
BR|u| 8d`2 `
ª
Rd
p 3'Rq|u|2
with the radial functions
(7.6) ARprq :“ 4B2r 'R ` 2 2'Rprq, BRprq :“ 8d4` d pd´ 'Rprqq .
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Note that BRprq • 0 is nonnegative for all r • 0 with BRprq ” 0 for r § R.
Next, we integrate by parts twice using that Br˚ “ ´Br ´ d´1r and obtainª
Rd
AR|Bru|2 “ ´
ª
Rd
uARB2ru` 12
ª
Rd
˜ˆ
Br ` d´ 1
r
˙2
AR
¸
|u|2.
Since }BjrAR}L8 À R´2´j for j “ 0, 1, 2 and suppAR Ä t|x| • Ru, we can apply
Ho¨lder’s and Young’s inequality to find that
(7.7)
ˇˇˇˇª
Rd
AR|Bru|2
ˇˇˇˇ
À 8⌘R4}ARB2ru}2L2 ` ⌘´1R´4}u}2L2 .
for arbitrary ⌘ ° 0.
Next, we recall that BRprq ” 0 for r § R and we invoke the Strauss inequality (2.1),
which yields
(7.8)
ˇˇˇˇª
Rd
BR|u| 8d`2
ˇˇˇˇ
§ }u}2L2
››B d8Ru›› 8dL8p|x|•Rq
À R´4` 4d }u}2L2}B
d
8
Ru}
4
d
L2}BrpB
d
8
Ruq}
4
d
L2p|x|•Rq.
Since |BrpB
d
8
Ruq|2 À |pBrB
d
8
Rqu|2 ` |B
d
8
RBru|2, a similar argument combining integration
by parts with Young’s inequality, as we used to derive (7.7) gives us, for any ⌘ ° 0,
(7.9)
}BrpB
d
8
Ruq}2L2 À R´2}u}2L2 `
ª
Rd
B
d
4
R |u||B2ru|
À
´
⌘´ 14 `R´2
¯
}u}2L2 ` 8⌘ 14 }B
d
4
RB2ru}2L2 ,
where we used the bounds }BjrB
d
4
R}L8 À R´j for j “ 1, 2 and }BrB
d
8
R}L8 À R´1 (see
Appendix B) together with the fact that BRprq ” 0 for |x| § R. Going back to (7.8),
we readily deduce from Young’s inequality for d “ 2 and R • 1
(7.10)
ˇˇˇˇª
Rd
BR|u| 8d`2
ˇˇˇˇ
À R´2
´
⌘´ 14 `R´2
¯
}u}6L2 ` 8⌘ 14R´2}u}4L2}B
d
4
RB2ru}2L2
For d • 3, a further use of Young’s inequality (inserting the small parameter ⌘3{4 ° 0)
now yields
(7.11)ˇˇˇˇª
Rd
BR|u| 8d`2
ˇˇˇˇ
À ⌘´ 34R´ 4pd´1qd´2 }u}
2pd`2q
d´2
L2 `
´
⌘
1
2 ` ⌘ 34R´2
¯
}u}2L2 ` 8⌘}B
d
4
RB2ru}2L2
À Cpu0q
´
⌘´1R´2 ` ⌘ 12
¯
` 8⌘}B d4RB2ru}2L2 .
provided that R • 1 and 0 † ⌘ † 1. Note that estimate (7.11) implies (7.10) also for
d “ 2 if we choose R • 1 and ⌘ † 1. Thus by plugging this back into (7.5) and recalling
that } 2'R}L8 À R´2, we obtain
(7.12)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 16Eru0s ´ 8
ª
Rd
´
1´ B2r'R ´ ⌘
!
R4pARq2 ` pBRq d2
)¯
|B2ru|2
` Cpu0q
´
⌘´1R´2 ` ⌘ 12
¯
,
for R • 1, 0 † ⌘ † 1, and d • 2.
As a next step, we claim that there is some ⌘0 ° 0 su ciently small and independent
of R • 1 such that
(7.13) 1´ B2r'Rprq ´ ⌘0
!
R4pARprqq2 ` pBRprqq d2
)
• 0 for r • 0.
The proof of this inequality is worked out in Appendix B.
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Since Eru0s † 0 by assumption, we can now choose 0 † ⌘ § ⌘0 su ciently small and
R • 1 su ciently large to conclude from (7.12) that
(7.14)
d
dt
MRruptqs § 8Eru0s for all t P r0, T q.
Assume now that T “ `8 holds. Then we have MRruptqs § 0 for all t • t0 with some
su ciently large time t0 • 0. On the other hand, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and integrating,
(7.15) ´}r'R}L8}u0}3{2L2 } uptq}
1
2
L2 §MRruptqs § ´8|Eru0s|pt´ t0q for all t • t0.
Thus we conclude the following: Either uptq exists for all times t • 0 such that
(7.16) } uptq}L2 • Cpu0qpt´ t0q2 for all t • t0,
or the solution uptq blows up in finite time.
Improved Bounds for µ “ 0. We consider the localized Riesz bivariance
VRruptqs “ @uptq, Bk Rp´ q´1Bk RuptqD ,
with the cuto↵ function  R defined in terms of 'R via (5.2), where 'R is chosen as
above. Choosing R ° 0 su ciently large as above, we use Lemma 5.1 together estimate
(7.14) and we find that, by integrating in time,
(7.17) VRruptqs § 16Eru0st2 `
ª t
0
NRrupsqs ds` Cpu0qp1` tq for t • 0.
Moreover, by Lemma 5.2, we have the estimate
(7.18) |NRrus| § Cpu0, R, bq} u}bL2 ,
where the exponent b ° 0 is given by
(7.19) b “
$&%
" for d • 8,
1
24
` " for d “ 7, b “
$’&’%
1
10
` " for d “ 6,
6´ d
4
for d “ 3, 4, 5,
with arbitrary 0 † " † 2.
Let ⌫ • 0 and suppose there is some constant C ° 0 such that
(7.20) } uptq}L2 § Cp1` tq⌫ for t • 0.
Using the bound (7.18), we deduce from (7.17) that
VRruptqs § 16Eru0st2 ` C1p1` tqb⌫`1 ` C2p1` tq for t • 0,
with some constants C1 “ C1pu0, R, b, ⌫q ° 0 and C2 “ C2pu0q ° 0. Suppose now that
b⌫ † 1.
Since Eru0s † 0 by assumption, we see that VRrupt˚qs † 0 for some su ciently large
time t˚ ° 0. But this is a contradiction. Hence the bound (7.20) cannot hold if b⌫ † 1.
Therefore, we conclude
(7.21) lim sup
tÑ`8
`
t´⌫} uptq}L2
˘ “ `8,
provided that
0 § ⌫ †
"`8 for d • 8,
24 for d “ 7, 0 § ⌫ †
$&%
10 for d “ 6,
4
6´ d for d “ 3, 4, 5.
For d • 5, we note that (7.21) gives extra information that cannot be deduced from
the lower bound (7.16).
The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete. ⌅
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Appendix A. Ground States for Biharmonic NLS
A.1. Energy-Subcritical Case. Let d • 1 and assume that 0 †   †  ˚, where
 ˚ “ `8 if d § 4 and  ˚ “ 44´d if d • 5. For u P H2pRdq with u ı 0, we define the
Weinstein functional
(A.1) Wd, rus :“ }u}
2 `2
L2 `2
} u} d 2L2 }u}2 `2´
d 
2
L2
,
and we consider the corresponding maximization problem given by
(A.2) Cd,  :“ sup
0ıuPH2pRdq
Wd, rus.
It can be shown this supremum is attained; see, e. g., [4] and also below for a simple
proof when   P N. By construction, the number Cd,  ° 0 is the optimal constant for
the Gagliardo-Nirenberg (GN) interpolation inequality
(A.3) }u}2 `2L2 `2 § Cd, } u}
d 
2
L2 }u}2 `2´
d 
2
L2
valid for all u P H2pRdq. Following standard convention, we say that 0 ı Q P H2pRdq
is a ground state if Q optimizes (A.3); or, equivalently, if Q is a maximizer for (A.2).
A calculation shows that any ground state Q P H2pRdq must satisfy (after a rescaling
Q ﬁÑ µQp ¨q with suitable constants µ,  ° 0) the nonlinear equation
(A.4)  2Q`Q´ |Q|2 Q “ 0 in Rd.
It should be remarked that (in contrast to NLS with   instead of  2) radial symmetry
of ground states Q is not known. However, what is known is that, if Q is assumed
to be radial and real-valued, then positivity of Q cannot hold, since an asymptotic
expansion shows that Qprq changes its sign infinitely often as r Ñ 8; see, e. g., [15].
In general, the delicate issue of uniqueness of Q (modulo symmetries) as well as the
non-degeneracy of the associated linearized operator are completely open questions.
Proposition A.1 (Pohozaev-Type Identities). Let d • 1 and 0 †   †  ˚. For any
solution Q P H2pRdq of (A.4), we have
} Q}2L2 “
ˆ
d
d` 2p2´ scq
˙
}Q}2 `2L2 `2 “
ˆ
d
2p2´ scq
˙
}Q}2L2
with sc “ d2 ´ 2  . If moreover Q P H2pRdq is a ground state, then
Kd,  “ } Q}scL2}Q}2´scL2 “
´sc
d
¯´ scd
ErQs sc2 M rQs1´ sc2 ,
where
Kd,  “
ˆ
4p  ` 1q
d Cd, 
˙ 1
 
.
Proof. If we integrate equation (A.4) against Q and x ¨rQ, we find
} Q}2L2 ` }Q}2L2 ´ }Q}2 `2L2 `2 “ 0,
p4´ dq} Q}2L2 ´ d}Q}2L2 ` 2d2  ` 2}Q}
2 `2
L2 `2 “ 0.
Note that, by standard arguments, we check that x ¨rQ has su cient regularity and
spatial decay that justifies this calculation. The rest of the proof follows from direct
computations, using also that a ground state Q P H2pRdq, which, by definition, turns
(A.3) into an equality. ⌅
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A.2. Radial Symmetry of Ground States. The aim of this subsection is to prove
a radial symmetry result for ground states Q for the biharmonic NLS. To the best of
our knowledge, nothing is known in that respect. We present an argument based on
symmetric-decreasing rearrangement in Fourier space. By using this approach, we will
be able to treat the case of integer exponents   P N.
For u P L2pRdq, we define its Fourier rearrangement to be given by
u7 :“ F´1tpFuq˚u,
where f˚ denotes the symmetric-decreasing rearrangement of a measurable function
f : Rd Ñ C that vanishes at infinity, i. e., the level sets t|fpxq| ° tu Ä Rd have
finite (Lebesgue) measure for every t ° 0; see, e. g., [25] for a review of rearrangement
techniques. For the Fourier transform F, we use the convention that
pFuqp⇠q “
ª
Rd
upxqe´2⇡ix¨⇠ dx,
and thus the inverse Fourier transform is given by pF´1vqpxq “ ≥Rd vp⇠qe2⇡ix¨⇠ d⇠. Note
that we always have that }u7}L2 “ }u}L2 by Plancherel’s theorem and the fact that
}f˚}L2 “ }f}L2 . Furthermore, the function u7pxq is radially symmetric, since it is the
(inverse) Fourier transform of the radially symmetric function pFuq˚ on Rd.
Lemma A.1. For d • 1, the following inequalities hold.
(i) If u P HspRdq with s • 0, then u7 P HspRdq and
}p´ qsu7}L2 § }p´ qsu}L2 .
Moreover, for s ° 0, we have equality if and only if |pu| “ |pu|˚.
(ii) Let m • 1 be an integer. If u P L1pRdq X L2mpRdq with Fu P L1pRdq, then
u7 P L2mpRdq and
}u}L2m § }u7}L2m .
Proof. To prove assertion (i), we first note that u7 P L2pRdq, since Fu P L2pRdq and
pFuq˚ P L2pRdq. Thus we have Fpu7q “ pFuq˚. Next, we recall the well-known
property of the symmetric-decreasing rearrangement that p|f |2q˚ “ p|f |˚q2. Thus,
by Plancherel’s theorem, the claimed inequality in (i) is equivalent to the estimate
(A.5)
ª
Rd
f˚pyq|2⇡y|2s dy §
ª
Rd
fpyq|2⇡y|2s dy
for any nonnegative measurable function f • 0 on Rd that vanishes at infinity. By the
layer cake representation, we can write fpyq “ ≥80  tf°tupyq dt for almost every y P Rd
(see, e. g., [25]). Therefore, it su ces to prove that
(A.6)
ª
Rd
 A˚pyq|2⇡y|2s dy §
ª
Rd
 Apyq|2⇡y|2s dy
for any measurable set A Ä Rd with finite measure, where A˚ denotes the symmetric-
decreasing rearrangement of A, i. e., the set A˚ “ BRp0q Ä Rd is the (open) ball
around the origin with radius R ° 0 such that µpBRp0qq “ µpAq. (If µpAq “ 0 we take
A˚ “ H.) The proof of (A.6) is a simple exercise in measure theory. For the reader’s
convenience, we give the details here. From µpAzA˚q “ µpAq ´µpAXA˚q, µpA˚zAq “
µpA˚q ´ µpA X A˚q, and µpAq “ µpA˚q, we deduce that µpAzA˚q “ µpA˚zAq. This
gives us
(A.7)
ª
AzA˚
|y|2s dy • R2sµpAzA˚q “ R2sµpA˚zAq •
ª
A˚zA
|y|2s dy,
using that |y|2s is monotone increasing in |y|. Hence ≥A |y|2s “ ≥AzA˚ |y|2s`≥AXA˚ |y|2s •≥
A˚zA |y|2s `
≥
AXA˚ |y|2s “
≥
A˚ |y|2s. This shows (A.6) and hence (A.5), which yields
in particular that u7 P HspRdq.
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Now suppose that s ° 0 and that equality in (A.7) holds. In particular, we have the
strict inequality |y|2s † R2s for y P A˚ “ BR. Suppose now that µpA˚zAq ° 0. Then≥
A˚zA |y|2s dy † R2sµpA˚zAq, but this gives a contradiction if equality holds in (A.7).
Thus we conclude that equality in (A.7) can hold only if µpA˚zAq “ µpAzA˚q “ 0,
which means µpA X A˚q “ 0, since µpAq “ µpA˚q. In summary, we deduce that
equality in (A.5) can only hold if the level sets of f • 0 satisfy tf ° tu “ tf ° tu˚ (up
to a zero measure set) for almost every t ° 0. If we apply this to f “ |Fu|, we complete
the proof of (i).
We now turn to the proof of (ii). We start by showing that u7 P L2mpRdq as
follows. Since u P L1pRdq X L2mpRdq with m • 1, we have u P L2pRdq. Consequently,
Fu P L2pRdq and therefore pFuq˚ P L2pRdq. Also, since Fu P L1pRdq by assumption,
it holds that pFuq˚ P L1pRdq. Thus pFuq˚ P L1pRdq X L2pRdq, which implies that
u7 P L2pRdq X L8pRdq, which shows that u7 P L2mpRdq.
Next, because 2m is an even integer, we can writeª
Rd
|upxq|2m dx “ Fp|u|2mqp0q “ pFu ‹ Fu ‹ . . . ‹ Fu ‹ Fuqp0q,
using the convolution theorem Fpfgq “ Ff ‹Fg for Ff,Fg P L1pRdqXL2pRdq iteratively
m´1 times. Now, by the Brascamp-Lieb-Luttinger inequality [8] (the generalized Riesz’
rearrangement inequality), we have that
pFu ‹ Fu ‹ . . . ‹ Fu ‹ Fuqp0q § ppFuq˚ ‹ pFuq˚ ‹ . . . ˚ pFuq˚ ‹ pFuq˚qp0q
“ ppFuq˚ ‹ pFuq˚ ‹ . . . ‹ pFuq˚ ‹ pFuq˚qp0q.
In the last step, we used the fact that pFuq˚ “ pFuq˚, since the functions pFuqp⇠q
and pFuqp⇠q “ Fup´⇠q are equimeasurable. Next, we recall that pFuq˚ “ Fpu7q andypu7q P L1pRdq X L2pRdq. Applying the convolution theorem again, we deduce that
}u}2mL2m § pFpu7q ‹ Fpu7q ‹ . . . ‹ Fpu7q ‹ Fpu7qqp0q “ Fp|u7|2mqp0q “ }u7}2mL2m ,
whence assertion (ii) follows. The proof of Lemma A.1 is now complete. ⌅
Proposition A.2 (Radial Symmetry of Ground States.). Let d • 1, 0 †   †  ˚, and
assume also that   P N. Then there exists a ground state Q P H2pRdq with Q “ Q7.
As a consequence of this, the following properties hold.
(i) Qpxq is radially symmetric, real-valued, and continuous.
(ii) Qp0q • |Qpxq| for all x P Rd.
Proof. Let Q P H2pRdq be a ground state, i. e., a maximizer for problem (A.2). We
claim that its Fourier transform pQ :“ FQ belongs to L1pRdq. Without loss of generality
we can assume that Q solves (A.4). By iterating the associated integral equation
Q “ p 2 ` 1q´1pQQq Q using Sobolev’s inequalities and that   is an integer, we find
that Q P HkpRdq for all k P N. In particular, we can choose an integer k ° d{2 to
conclude } pQ}L1 § }x⇠y´k}L2}x⇠yk pQ}L2 § C}Q}Hk † 8.
Thus, we can apply Lemma A.1 to Q with m “  `1 P N to deduce thatWd, rQ7s •
Wd, rQs and hence Q7 P H2pRdq maximizes (A.2) too. Therefore, we can choose
Q “ Q7 to be a ground state for (A.2).
The rest of the proof follows from Bochner’s theorem (see, e. g., [35]). Since Q “ Q7
has a nonnegative Fourier transform FpQ7qp⇠q • 0 with FpQ7q P L1pRdq, we deduce
that Q : Rd Ñ C is a positive-definite function. That is, Q is a bounded and contin-
uous function with the following property: For every integer m • 1 and any points
x1, . . . , xm P Rd, the matrix pQpxi ´ xjqqmi,j“1 is positive semi-definite on Cm, i. e.,
mÿ
i,j“1
Qpxi ´ xjq⇣i⇣j • 0 for all ⇣ P Cm.
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If we take m “ 1 and x1 “ 0, we deduce that Qp0q is real with Qp0q • 0. Moreover,
by taking m “ 2 with x1 “ 0 and x2 “ x with arbitrary x P Rd (and considering the
vectors ⇣ “ pQpxq, iQpxqq P C2 and ⇣ “ piQp0q, Qpxqq P C2), we conclude that
(A.8) Qp0q2 • |Qpxq|2 and Qp´xq “ Qpxq.
Next, since the Fourier transform FpQqp⇠q is radially symmetric in ⇠, we deduce that
Qpxq is radially symmetric in x P Rd. In view of the second equation in (A.8), this
implies that Qpxqmust be real-valued. This completes the proof of Proposition A.2. ⌅
Remark. The previous symmetry result also provides a simple existence proof for
ground states for integer   P N and d • 2 as follows. Indeed, let punqn•1 Ä H2pRdq be
a maximizing sequence for problem (A.2), normalized such that }un}L2 “ } un}L2 “ 1
for all n. By density, we can assume that un P SpRdq are Schwartz functions for all
n • 1. From Lemma A.1 we haveWd, ru7ns •Wd, runs and hence we can replace un by
u7n. Without loss of generality, we can renormalize such that }u7n}L2 “ } u7n}L2 “ 1.
Since u7n are radial functions uniformly bounded in H1pRdq, an application of the
Strauss inequality (2.1) now yields a uniform spatial decay for this sequence and we
easily deduce that the sequence u7n converges (up to subsequences) strongly in H2pRdq
to a maximizer for problem (A.2).
A.3. Energy-Critical Case. Let d • 5. We recall the Sobolev inequality
(A.9) }u}
L
2d
d´4 § Cd} u}L2
for all u P 9H2pRdq, where Cd ° 0 denotes the optimal constant. We recall the following
result about existence and uniqueness of optimizers.
Lemma A.2. For d • 5, we have equality in (A.9) if and only if upxq “  W pµpx´x0qq
for some   P C, µ ° 0, and x0 P Rd, where
W pxq “
˜
pdpd´ 4qpd2 ´ 4qq 14
1` x2
¸ d´4
2
.
Proof. If we let f “ p´ q´1u, we see that (A.9) is equivalent to the following instance of
the weak Young (or Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev) inequality }p´ q´1f}
L
2d
d´4 § Cd}f}L2 .
Uniqueness of optimizers and the explicit form of W pxq now follows from Lieb’s result
[24]; see also [9] for a di↵erent approach using the method of competing symmetries. ⌅
A calculation shows that the optimizer W pxq from above solves the equation
(A.10)  2W ´ |W | 8d´4W “ 0 in Rd.
Let us also mention the symmetry results in [11, 23], where it is shown that any nonneg-
ative solution of (A.10) in L2d{pd´4qloc pRdq equals W pxq up to translation and rescaling.
Finally, we derive some Pohozaev identities for W as follows. Integrating equation
(A.10) against W yields } W }2L2 “ }W }pLp with p “ 2dd´4 . Since W optimizes (A.9),
we also have }W }2Lp “ C2d} W }2L2 . Thus, we find the Pohozaev identities
(A.11) } W }2L2 “
ˆ
1
Cd
˙ d
2
and ErW s “
ˆ
1
2
´ d´ 4
2d
˙
} W }2L2 “ 2d} W }
2
L2 .
Appendix B. On the Choice of Cuto↵ Functions
Let ' : Rd Ñ R be a cuto↵ function as in Section 3. It is easy to see that we
can choose 'prq • 0 to be nonnegative for all r • 0 with compact support such that
'prq ” 0 for r • 10. Furthermore, we can choose 'prq • 0 such that rj?' P L8pRdq
for 0 § j § 6. Hence the additional properties (5.1) for 'prq used in Section 5 hold.
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Let us now discuss that we can choose 'prq with some further additional properties
used in the proof of Theorem 3 for µ “ 0. In particular, we need to choose 'prq such
that inequality (7.13) holds for ⌘0 ° 0 su ciently small, i. e., we have
(B.1) 1´ B2r'Rprq ´ ⌘0
!
R4pARprqq2 ` pBRprqq d2
)
• 0 for r • 0.
Recall that ARprq “ 4B2r 'R ` 2 2'Rprq and BRprq “ 8d4`d pd´ 'Rprqq • 0. Since
'R “ R2'pr{Rq, the claimed lower bound (B.1) is equivalent to
(B.2) 1´ '2prq ´ ⌘0
#
4
`
 2'prq ` 4B2r 'prq
˘2 ` ˆ 8d
4` d
˙ d
2 pd´ 'prqq d2
+
• 0
for r • 0. Let us now take 'prq • 0 such that
'1prq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
r for 0 § r § 1,
r ´ pr ´ 1q6 for 1 † r § 1` 1{ 5?6,
'1prq smooth with '2prq § 0 for 1` 1{ 5?6 † r § 10,
0 for r • 10.
Because 1´'2prq ”  2'prq ” B2r 'prq ” d´ 'Rprq ” 0 for 0 § r § 1, it remains to
show that (B.2) holds for r ° 1. Since we have
1´ '2prq • 1 and | 2'prq| ` |B2r 'prq| ` |d´ 'prq| § C for r • 1` 1{ 5
?
6,
we can find ⌘0 ° 0 su ciently small such that (B.2) is true for r • 1 ` 1{ 5
?
6. In the
region 1 † r † 1` 1{ 5?6, a computation yields 1´ '2prq “ 6pr ´ 1q5 and
pB2r 'prqq2 ` p 2'prqq2 § Cpr ´ 1q6, |d´ 'prq| d2 § Cpr ´ 1q5¨ d2 .
Since d • 2, we deduce that we can choose ⌘0 ° 0 su ciently small to ensure that (B.2)
holds for 1 † r † 1` 1{ 5?6 as well.
Finally, with the choice of 'prq above, we have that BRprq “ Bpr{Rq, where
Bprq “
$&%
0 for 0 § r § 1,
8d
4` d pr ´ 1q
5
ˆ
6` pd´ 1qpr ´ 1q
r
˙
for 1 † r § 1` 1{ 5?6,
and Bprq is smooth for r ° 1 ` 1{ 5?6 with Bprq ” const. for r • 10. Since d • 2, we
deduce the bounds }BjrB
d
4
R}L8 À R´j for j “ 1, 2 and }BrB
d
8
R}L8 À R´1.
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